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ABSTRACT

PROJECT REPORT

Chicago (High School Edition)

Book by: Bob Fosse and Fred Ebb
Music by: John Kander
Lyrics by: Fred Ebb

Strasburg High School
Directed by Sharon White
April 2022

This project encompasses the selection, research, casting, production and post-production
process of the musical, Chicago (High School Edition) for the all-school musical at Strasburg
High School. Documentation includes analysis of the play as a production vehicle, research,
script analysis, a record of the production period and a post-production evaluation.
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Project Schedule
This was the projected calendar. See the Appendix for the actual Full Rehearsal Calendar.
Date
9/7/21 – 11/12/21
Week
Of:

9/7/21

Work on Section 2
Event & Conflict Framing Analysis / Action Analysis

9/13/21
9/20/21
9/27/21
10/4/21
10/11/21
10/18/21
10/25/21
11/1/21
11/8/21
11/15/21
11/30/21
11/30/21
12/7 –
12/8/21
11/30 –
12/1
12/9/21
12/2
12/10/21
12/13 –
12/17/21
1/10 –
2/24/22
1/16 –
3/13
1/18 –
1/27/22
1/31 –
3/18/22
3/21 –
3/24/22
3/28 –
3/30 / 22
3/31/22
4/2/22
4/3/22

Mon.
Tues.
Tues.
Tues. –
Wed.

Given Circumstances as Noted in the Play
Further Research on Given Circumstances
Analysis of Dialogue
Analysis of Dramatic Action
Tempo & Tone
Character Analysis
Past Production Reviews Synthesis
Playwright Bios
Student Learning Goals
Post Audition Flyers
A Lunch Informational Meeting / Hand out audition packets
6:30 pm Parent Informational Meeting
3:30 –
Auditions
6:00

Thurs.

3:30 – 6

Fri.
Mon. –
Fri.
Mon. –
Thurs.
Sun.

3:30 pm Post Cast List
School
Hand out Scripts / Paperwork
Day
A Lunch Vocal Rehearsals

Mon. –
Thurs.
Mon. –
Thurs.
Mon. –
Thurs.
Mon. –
Wed.
Thurs.
Sat.
Sun.

Callbacks (if needed)

5:00 –
8:00p
3:30 –
5:30
3:30 –
5:30
3:30 –
6:30
3:30 -?

Choreography Rehearsals

6:30 pm
6:30 pm
3:00 pm

Opening Night
Performance
Closing Night

Table Work / Stage Work / Physicality / Character Analysis
Scene Rehearsals
Tech Week
Dress Rehearsals
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4/4/22
4/11 –
14/22

Mon.
Mon. –
Thurs.

3:30

Strike
Self-evaluation
Oral Defense
Revisions

Play Synopsis
Fame-seeking vaudeville opportunist Roxie Hart finds herself facing death row after
killing her lover and trying to convince her husband to take the blame. Learning from Velma
Kelly, a famed night-club performer-turned-murderess, and other women inmates at the Cook
County Jail, Roxie manipulates her husband, her lawyer, and the media to gain a not-guilty
verdict and the elusive fame she is pursuing while dodging the hangman’s noose.

Concept Statement
The overall production metaphor for Strasburg High School’s production of Chicago:
High School Edition is that of a 3-ring circus with numerous sideshow attractions, such as a
magic show and various vaudeville performance acts. At a circus there is a bevy of activity and
much to distract the attention. Consequently, performers dress in sequins and shiny fabrics and
employ both volume and spectacle to draw the audience. What would be gaudy and ostentatious
outside of the circus is de rigeur within the big top. The musical is all about controlling how a
story is perceived through its performance presentation. Characters spin the story in multiple
ways to garner distinct responses. The show demonstrates the fickleness of an audience (the
public) and how the “razzle dazzle” often eclipses truth. By focusing on different characters’
stories and perspectives, we will invite the audience to consider multiple sides to truth and fame
in a vaudeville-inspired atmosphere, while also highlighting the role of the media in the telling of
20

this story. The illumination and reflection of truth is important to the story and should be
incorporated in costume choices, blocking and scenic decisions, textures and lighting, and acting
portrayals. Use of extra lighting elements on stage reminiscent of vintage theatres as well as
reflective materials such as sequins, beading, and mirrors in costuming and set décor will help to
add these layers. Lyrical repetition is frequently used to create story in this show, and I would
like to explore this motif both visually and thematically (the adage, “say something enough times
and you believe it yourself” comes to mind).

Production Parameters
Strasburg High School is the only high school in Strasburg, Virginia, which is nestled in
the Shenandoah Valley in northwest Virginia. The community is rural, but due to rising housing
costs in metropolitan Washington, DC, it is becoming a bedroom community for those willing to
make the commute. The Strasburg community is very supportive of the various extra-curricular
programs at SHS, but in particular there is strong support for athletics. The high school enrolls
around 550 students; the senior classes for the last several years have had about 145 graduates.
With several warehouses and factories in our area, a good percentage of Strasburg residents are
blue-collar workers. Often, teenagers are expected to get jobs to either help with family expenses
or at least pay their own way to some degree. Because of the strong community support for
sports, coupled with the tendency for many students to need to work after school, it is often
difficult to find students who can participate in theatre. However, our high school principal is
very supportive of the theatre program, and she encourages coaches to find ways to work out a
plan for the sharing of students with us.
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I have directed the All-School Musical at Strasburg High School since my principal
asked me to start it in 2017. As is indicated by the title, the All-School Musical seeks to involve
all facets of school departments and the student body. Students who have no theatre experience
are encouraged to participate and gain a little theatrical exposure. It is billed and promoted as
being a fun way to become a part of a group while producing a show the community can enjoy
and support. Likewise, I have also tried to get staff members from all areas involved in our
production. The Ag / Shop teacher regularly helps us by having his students build set / prop
pieces I design. The art teacher, along with her classes, has helped with creating props and
painting scenes on flats. One of our school counselors, who has dance experience, has become
our choreographer. Our vocal music teacher has become our music director, and a former theatre
student, who is a college senior minoring in theatre, assists in numerous ways. In addition to my
directing duties, I typically design the set, costume the cast, and handle ticket sales and
promotions for the all-school show. Our band and orchestra teachers do not participate, so we
always choose a show for which pre-recorded rehearsal and performance tracks are available.
One challenge I anticipate for the all-school musical this year is getting enough students
to participate. With students having both virtual and hybrid experiences this last year, attendance
was not required. Consequently, every extracurricular activity experienced a significant drop in
participation. We are slated to be in-person for all five days each week this year, so I am hopeful
that participation will have increased by the Spring semester. I do anticipate that name
recognition and perception of our show (Chicago: High School Edition) will generate interest,
and hopefully we will gain more students who will participate. Since the seniors of 2020 couldn’t
perform in their final show due to COVID, we invited them back to perform in the 2021 show,
and a number of them did. This was a positive experience, and I expect to invite our alumni to
22

participate again this year. I am also hoping to recruit more underclassmen so that we can train
some students and keep them for a few years. We lost a significant number of seasoned seniors
in 2021, and our pool of experienced students is more shallow than normal.
I teach five sections of English 12 and one section of Introduction to the Theatre. The
primary space I use for my Theatre class is the cafeteria stage, which connects to my classroom.
Exactly as it sounds, it opens onto the cafeteria, and it is not unusual for me to find stray bits of
food that are easy to throw, such as grapes, on the stage. Although the custodial staff cleans the
cafeteria every day, they infrequently clean the stage; it is typically my students and I who sweep
this space. This stage has an 18’ wide proscenium with a rounded wooden apron with three steps
encircling it. There are four ellipsoidal reflector spotlights in the cafeteria to light the apron, and
the stage itself has 24 PAR cans. The sound system is non-functional. There is a front traveler
scene curtain, but no curtains to separate the wings or backstage areas from the acting area. A
few years ago, I purchased some metal conduit, asked our shop teacher to drill holes in the ends,
and hung black sheets attached to the metal rods using curtain rings with clips to form rear and
side curtains. When our librarian was getting rid of some bookcases a few years ago, I salvaged
them, and they now form a storage area on the back wall of this space. I also store all large set
pieces we use throughout the year in this space as it is close to my room, and I can keep a better
eye on them there. This is the space where my one-act play team typically rehearses. The spring
all-school musical rehearsals are held here while winter sports teams are still meeting and if
necessary once spring sports start. I have found that it is important to be cooperative and flexible
with other scheduling needs for various groups in the school. The cafeteria stage space is usually
free for me to use, but athletic groups have team dinners on game days on the other side of the
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cafeteria, so there is some noise and distraction. I tell my students that it is good practice to learn
to project over the noise.
The other performance space in our school is in our auxiliary gym. Another, better gym
was added to the school when it was remodeled in 1997. That is also the last time the lighting
fixtures in our school were updated, so until 2021, both of our performance spaces had lighting
control systems which used a 3 ½” floppy disk to program a light show. However, one silverlining of COVID was that there were some extra funds available, and we were able to purchase a
new ETC Element 2 Lighting Console, which allowed us to do more in the way of lighting
effects for this year’s musical. We did not have the funds to update our lighting fixtures,
however, so we still have no colored lights unless we use gels. Using COVID funds, we were
also able to purchase a very nice projector with an ultra-short throw lens. We hung a large screen
in front of our back traveler and used scenic projections in our 2021 show. As this was a
significant new acquisition in cost, my administrative team expects me to use this projector as
much as possible, so I will be using scenic projections for my Thesis Show.
The stage in the auxiliary gym has a 32’ wide proscenium opening, and it is 25’ deep.
The wings are 10’ wide, and there is a narrow 2’ crossover behind the back traveler. The grand
drape is in decent shape, but the wing and back curtains all have dry rot and holes in them. I have
pinned and taped them more times than I can count. The sound system, again, is non-functioning.
The most challenging part about this space, however, is the access so many different people have
to it. The P.E. classes use this space frequently, especially if the weather doesn’t allow for going
outside. Additionally, students are permitted to come to the old gym at lunch to either relax in
the bleachers or play basketball or volleyball with their friends on the court. Many of them end
up sitting on the “apron” (a 1’ ledge bordering the stage), and consequently, nothing on the stage
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ever feels safe. We purchased nine adjustable-height 4’ x 8’ platforms in 2019, which we can
bring out of storage to create an apron or various adjustable acting spaces. The 12 ERS fixtures
on the gym ceiling frequently bear the brunt of stray balls flying up and hitting them. There is no
fly space available to work on these fixtures; when they need adjusting (which is before every
performance), I must put in a work order for an electronic lift to be delivered to our school. I
then must coordinate with our head custodian, and he adjusts the fixtures as I direct him.
The stage itself has 28 PAR cans hung from two electric battens, although not all are in
working order. Extra baseball practice nets are stored on this stage, and our cheerleading team
keeps their six large practice mats there when not in use. It is a matter of course that my students
and I must clean up the trash we find on stage such as water bottles, candy wrappers, odd socks,
and all sorts of other items at the start of rehearsals for each show. Another problematic aspect of
this stage is that there is a storage closet which takes up all the wing space down stage left. It was
clearly added after the stage was built. I have had more than one actor run straight into its wall
when trying to exit the stage. The rehearsal availability for this stage is more restricted and is
scheduled through our Athletic Director, although he does try to work with me to create a
schedule that works for everyone. I do not have a technical theatre space to build or paint or
accomplish any of the other myriad tasks needed to launch a production, so we have workdays
on Saturdays and use the auxiliary gym floor as a work/painting area.
Our community is overall very supportive of our school and our students. However, they
show their support through attendance at events, rather than the passing of higher tax rates to
fund needed items for our schools. My current administrative team is also very supportive of our
program. Five years ago, my principals started attending our One-Act Play competition at
whatever school is hosting it (which has never happened in the past), and they also typically
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cameo in our all-school musical. Although there are no funds set aside in our overall school
budget specifically for theatre, my principal is often able to use some instructional funds to pay
for needed items like rights to our spring musicals and set construction materials.

Evaluation of Play as a Production Vehicle
Chicago: High School Edition is the right choice for our 2022 All-School musical for
several reasons. Because we are still in a building phase for our theatre program, it was very
important to select a show that would draw students who have not previously participated.
Chicago has a lot of name recognition, and it’s also seen as being modern and edgy. However,
the high school edition eliminates some of that edginess and overt sexuality that could have some
pushback in a small, rural community. Although there are certainly some lead roles, this show
also allows for various spotlights on multiple actors, which is always a consideration for me as I
feel multiple spotlights help to build our program more effectively than simply focusing on one
or two performers. I purposely look for ways that younger and newer performers can shine. I am
also looking forward to highlighting the ways the media can manipulate audiences and influence
decisions. In particular, the role of the media in how the public perceives issues has been
highlighted in our society in recent years. Because “fake news” and “fact-checking” have
become catch phrases, this idea of manipulating truth and audiences is a thematic element which
I believe will resonate with participants and viewers alike. This show highlights the press and
invites the audience to consider how much they are willing to really delve into the truth of a
topic, or if they are simply more likely to take a story at face value as presented by the media.
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The way that Chicago goes about addressing this issue of truth and perception is a concept with
significance for many.
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Section 2 - Pre-Production Analysis

Event and Conflict Framing Analysis
Chicago: High School Edition opens with an announcement directly to the audience from
a Master of Ceremonies, stating that “what you are about to see is a story of murder, greed,
corruption, violence, exploitation, adultery, and treachery – all those things we all hold near and
dear to our hearts” (Ebb and Fosse 1). That statement sets the stage for a vaudeville-type
performance set in the Prohibition Era of 1920s Chicago. Each song presented comments on the
action in snippets of storytelling reminiscent of vaudeville and variety shows. The protagonist of
Chicago: High School Edition is Roxie Hart, a would-be vaudeville star who comes to see the
murder of her boyfriend as an opportunity to become as famous as Velma Kelly, another
entertainer murderer she meets in jail. Roxie’s journey from simplicity to manipulation starts
with her heat-of-the-moment shooting of Fred Casely when he decides to end their affair. Roxie
starts the show as a naïve, cheating housewife, but by the end of the show, she has learned the
power of the press and how to manipulate the journalists who cover Chicago murders so that she
can achieve the ends she desires – acquittal, but even more so, fame.
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Given Circumstances as Noted in the Play
The script specifies that the musical is set in Chicago, Illinois, in the late 1920s. This
simple designation indicates a host of historical and political information to be considered. The
1920s were the time of Prohibition, when alcohol sales were prohibited by the 18th Amendment.
Despite Prohibition, the characters in the story make no secret of their consumption and
association with alcohol. Velma Kelly sings about the gin being cold in her opening number
(Kander and Ebb 1), several of the prisoners reference drinking alcohol in their monologues (13),
and Billy Flynn mentions liquor in the backstory he spins with Roxie (27). While this is not the
focus of the storyline, these casual references to alcohol and drinking indicate to the audience the
total disregard the characters have for this law – and perhaps other laws by extension.
Another political element mentioned in the dialogue is a reference to the strong crime
syndicate which began to flourish during this decade. Velma Kelly asks Mama Morton about
getting her in touch with Big Jim Colosimo to help get her career revitalized once she gets out of
jail. Colosimo was Al Capone’s predecessor, and Chicago is known in general for having a
strong criminal syndicate which began to flourish during the Prohibition Era (Binder and Lurigio
185). In the midst of this criminal context, the show introduces the idea of female violence
against men – particularly, the “merry murderesses” of the Cook County Jail (Kander and Ebb
10). It is to this jail that Roxie Hart is sent after she murders her boyfriend when he tries to end
their affair on Valentine’s night. To protect his wife, Amos Hart originally claims he killed the
“burglar”, but when he learns the murdered man is Fred Casely, who sold them their furniture, he
realizes Roxie has been cheating on him and acknowledges the truth to the police. Roxie, an
aspiring vaudeville singer, is placed in the same jail where notorious vaudeville star Velma Kelly
is being held in preparation for her trial for the murder of her husband and sister. Along with
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Kelly, there are five other women who are called the “merry murderesses”. These female inmates
are overseen by Matron Mama Morton, who is in league with lawyer Billy Flynn to extort as
much money as possible out of the defendants. Throughout the show, the mindset of most of the
principal characters is that lying, cheating, and manipulation are all a matter of course and are
nothing to be ashamed about as a life choice – as long as one can get away with it. Most of the
action of the play takes place between February 14 and March 7, when Roxie’s trial concludes.
The majority of the characters in the show could be considered working class as all have
to work for their money in one way or another. Amos Hart is a hard-working husband who
spends long hours as a mechanic in a garage. Roxie testifies during her trial that she works in
“that cheap Southside nightclub” (Ebb and Fosse 64). In Act 1, Scene 4, when wondering what
kind of money she can make now that she is so well-known, Velma exclaims that the most she
ever made was $350 per week in her act with her sister (18). Clearly Billy Flynn is making a
good bit of money working as an attorney, so he might be considered upper middle class, but
Mary Sunshine and the rest of the journalists are all working to cover the Chicago-area news and
fall within that working-class stratum. Matron Mama Morton is working as the warden of the
female prisoners of Cook County Jail. We learn that Katalin Hunyak, the Hungarian prisoner
who is ultimately hanged for the murder of her husband, is likely the lowest on the economic
scale when Mama Morton comments that Velma Kelly pays her “five bucks a week [to make her
bed], then I give the Hungarian fifty cents and she does it” (21). As the lowest-paid character,
Hunyak is also the only one whose sentence is carried out during the show (58). Through this
hanging, Kander and Ebb seem to be making a comment about the disparity of the treatment of
immigrants who are unable to speak much English as well as the ways Hunyak’s identity as an
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immigrant and woman render her more vulnerable to punishment, even if she is, as she asserts,
not guilty.
While none of the characters appear to be actively religious, Roxie Hart does seem to
have a Catholic background. In the “back-story” that Billy Flynn creates for her, he says she was
educated at the Convent of the Sacred Heart (27). Roxie also begins to say a “Hail Mary” prayer
when Officer Fogarty tells her she is likely to hang (9), and she also references “Jesus, Mary, and
Joseph . . .” (20) when Velma tells her that telling the truth is a stupid idea for a defense.
Whether this is a prayer or a swear or a fabrication to appeal to a larger sense of perceived
propriety seems to be open to interpretation.
In the same back-story that Billy Flynn puts forth, Roxie says she came to Chicago in
1920 but doesn’t remember how old she was. Billy is trying to garner sympathy for Roxie, in
part by highlighting her youth, which is tied to assumptions of beauty, both of which also seem
to be privileged in the social world of the play. It could be assumed that she is in her mid-20s.
Velma Kelly is likely a little older than Roxie; certainly, she is more street smart as she is not
portrayed as being quite so naïve as Roxie is at the beginning of the show, and naiveté is often
associated with youth in the world of the play. Roxie also is described as an attractive woman,
which is part of what Billy Flynn uses to help gain her some sympathy in the press.
The musical’s portrayal of women and the roles they fulfill is both stereotypical and
complicated. Two of the three principal characters are powerful women who might need each
other but don’t really need the men in their lives, although they use them when convenient.
Roxie and Velma both pander to Billy Flynn because it suits their purposes, but his exit music
plays before the end of the show (73), and Roxie and Velma never miss him or mention him in
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their thanks to their audience as Act Two is closing. As the final scene concludes, Roxie and
Velma’s lyrics reprise Velma’s song opening the show by singing, “No, I’m no one’s wife, / but,
oh, I love my life” (76). This bold statement about not being a wife and loving it directly attacks
the common assumption that marriage was a woman’s ultimate goal and the pinnacle of her
happiness. While Billy Flynn tries to portray Roxie to the press as stereotypically and femininely
naïve and innocent in “We Both Reached for the Gun” (28), Roxie’s monologue before her
eponymous song serves to showcase a deeper, more humane side. When Roxie admits to being
“older than I ever intended to be”, she references the idea that women are in their prime when
they are young. When she tells the audience that to Amos, she’s “always a kid” (34), she falls
somewhere between the young innocent and the older, used-up, worldly woman that is often the
dichotomy. As Samantha Lampe notes in her article regarding the female persona in 1970s
musical theatre, “Roxie reflects the requests of contemporary women to display their gender as
something beyond the perceived dichotomy of Madonna or whore” (Lampe 327). Indeed,
although Roxie is clearly cheating on her husband, Amos is shown to be such a dunce that the
audience at least partly understands why Roxie croons, “Lord knows he ain’t got the smarts”
(Kander and Ebb 7). However, considering Roxie’s killing and lying, by the end of the show it is
Amos for whom the audience feels more sympathy.
The ensemble members garner sympathy for various characters, as well as advance the
story, through the use of newspaper headlines which they announce periodically. Mary Sunshine,
as the lead journalist Billy is trying to influence, is empathetic toward the plight of the female
prisoners and easily manipulated. She falls right in with Billy’s story when he explains (through
his manipulation of Roxie as his ventriloquist’s dummy) that Fred Casely and Roxie Hart “both
reached for the gun” (Fosse and Ebb 27).
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Although the master manipulator is Mr. Billy Flynn, almost every character is shown to
be dishonest and manipulative in some way. Velma Kelly plans how she will manipulate the
outcome of her trial by plotting how she can most sympathetically portray herself while on the
witness stand. Roxie Hart manipulates the press’s attention by claiming to be pregnant when
their interest starts to turn elsewhere. Mama Morton manipulates her inmates, allowing them
access to phone calls and defense attorneys when they can give her the requisite payment. Even
the Master of Ceremonies manipulates the audience by putting a personal spin on the
introduction of each new “act”, thereby instructing the audience how to view the subsequent
action.
Two characters, Amos Hart and Katalin Hunyak, gain sympathy from the audience
because it seems they are being manipulated to benefit the other characters’ nefarious ends.
Amos does lie to the police about who killed Fred Casely, but lying seems an uncomfortable act
for him. He repeats himself in numerous instances during his story to the police, almost as if he
is trying to convince himself, first, before he can hope for the police to believe him (8). Billy
manipulates Amos in multiple scenes. He makes a specific point of calling Amos a liar, even
though almost everyone is lying about something. He manipulates Amos into filing for divorce
against Roxie so that she will appear as the spouse who was jilted and be more sympathetic in
her trial (53). Further, Hunyak becomes the first female to be hanged at the Cook County Jail in
forty-seven years (20). The only thing in English which Hunyak can say is “not guilty”. This lack
of ability to communicate, combined with the way that Mama Morton takes advantage of her by
having her make Velma Kelly’s bed for fifty cents a week (although Mama Morton makes five
dollars off of the labor), garners audience sympathy as it is clear Hunyak is being manipulated
but lacks the social power to do anything about it (51). It also seems possible that Katalin is
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innocent of her husband’s murder, although, again, she can’t express that since she doesn’t speak
English beyond her repetition of “not guilty”. Amos and Katalin provide a necessary polarity for
the corruption that the show emphasizes and satirizes.

Further Research on Given Circumstances
Chicago was originally written as a play and debuted on Broadway in 1926, running for
172 performances. It was written by a journalist who worked for the Chicago Tribune, Maurine
Dallas Watkins, and was taken from real-life stories of high-profile crimes in Chicago. Watkins
created the character of Roxie Hart from Beulah Annan, who was accused of shooting and killing
her lover “because he wanted to break off their affair” (Winkler 8). Belva Gaertner “served as a
loose prototype for Velma, a ‘stylish divorcee,’ also awaiting trial for murder” (Winkler 8).
According to Douglas Perry, author of The Girls of Murder City, Maurine Watkins wanted to
create in her play a “deeply cynical satire of the celebrity mania that she saw as the dominant
feature of twentieth-century urban life” (Perry 225). Perry goes on to acknowledge that Watkins
likened the wildly popular trials to a “circus atmosphere . . . a grand and gorgeous show” (Perry
226-227). Both Watkins’ play and the musical highlight the corruption in the justice system and
poke fun at the idea of celebrity criminals. In 1927, the play was made into a silent movie of the
same title, and then in 1942, the movie was remade into Roxie Hart and starred Ginger Rogers.
Bob Fosse began seeking permission to remake the play into a musical adaptation in the 1960s,
but it was only after Watkins died that Fosse obtained permission from her estate to go ahead
with the project. The musical premiered on Broadway on June 3, 1975 and ran for a total of 936
performances under the original title of Chicago: A Musical Vaudeville (Fosse and Ebb).
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This original title of the musical is of note as it clues the audience in as to the format of
the show. The Master of Ceremonies introduces each new scene and song in much the same way
that a vaudeville show emcee would introduce each new performance or act. As such, the format
of the musical lends itself to the Variety Theatre that Marinetti called the “synthesis of
everything that humanity has up to now refined in its nerves to divert itself by laughing at
material and moral grief” (Gerould 422). That “moral grief” comes into play, particularly, in the
way that audiences received the various versions of this story. Critic Martin Knelman opens his
review of the 1996 Chicago Broadway revival by noting, “In June 1975, when the musical
Chicago opened on Broadway, neither the critics nor the public were ready to embrace it.” He
goes on to explain how the country was still processing the Watergate scandal and the failed war
efforts in Vietnam: “A lot of people weren’t prepared for a musical that presented the art of
getting away with murder – and thereby achieving stardom – as the epitome of glorious
American know-how. They are now” (Knelman).
This vaudeville performance act format also definitely uses Brechtian ideas by exposing
the mechanics of the production. The simple opening comment of “5, 6, 7, 8” (1) to start the
show gives the sense that the audience is viewing a rehearsal, or some part that is not meant for
the actual performance. Various narrators also repeatedly break the fourth wall. Billy Flynn,
Matron “Mama” Morton, and the Master of Ceremonies all introduce acts with a description that
often includes some element that instructs the audience how to view the upcoming performance.
For example, when Roxie is trying to persuade Amos to commit to getting $5,000 for Billy Flynn
so that he will take her case, the Master of Ceremonies introduces the vignette with the simple
phrase, “Ladies and Gentlemen, a tap dance” (Fosse and Ebb 22). This statement has a wealth of
connotation underlying it, referring to the second definition of the phrase which Merriam36

Webster says is especially “an action or discourse intended to rationalize or distract” (“Tap
Dance”). These narrators present each new performance act in language which asks the audience
to see the story through the narrator’s own perspective, thus referencing the Brechtian idea of
“Epic Form” where the action forces the spectator “to consider other possibilities and to judge
between them” (Carlson 383). The goal of Brecht’s theatre was “educative, to expose the hidden
contradictions within [that] society” (384). In their writing of Chicago, Fosse and Ebb embraced
many of these ideas which Brecht explored. Perhaps the most notable of these is the way that the
audience is alienated from the characters because of their unapologetic amorality. Indeed, while
Roxie Hart is the protagonist, she merely serves to highlight the greed and corruption which
permeate 1920s Chicago politics and society. Kander and Ebb do not ask their audience to like
Roxie; instead, they seem to hope that the audience will see some similarities to her situation and
the American political situation – another Brechtian device.
That political situation is one which audiences today will find familiar. Writing for
Forbes online in 2021, author Andy Meek reported on the annual Edelman trust barometer and
noted that for the first time, “fewer than half of all Americans acknowledge any kind of trust in
the mainstream media” (Meek). He explained that, according to the survey, a majority of
Americans believe that journalists are “purposely trying to mislead people by saying things they
know are false or gross exaggerations” (Meek). This mistrust, while not new, seems to be at an
all-time high, and the role of the press in Chicago speaks directly to that climate. The way the
press wields its power to manipulate its audience is shown clearly, and it is easy for a discerning
viewer to draw the parallels the authors probably intended.
The ways that those in power control those who don’t have power is highlighted most
effectively in the side story of Katalin Hunyak, whose hanging finally convinces Roxie to
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cooperate fully with Billy Flynn. The character makes an impassioned plea in her monologue
during “Cell Block Tango”, but the only thing she can speak in English is “not guilty” and
“Uncle Sam”. The translation of her Hungarian is heartbreaking: “How did I find myself here?
They say my famous lover (neighbor?) held down my husband and I cut his head off. But it’s not
true. I am innocent. I don’t know why Uncle Sam says I did it. I tried to explain at the police
station, but they didn’t understand” (Ferri). Her statement has the ring of truth to it that contrasts
with the other prisoners’ monologues. She is not claiming that “he had it coming” like the other
prisoners are (Kander and Ebb 14). Even though the majority of the audience probably cannot
understand Hunyak’s monologue, the actor’s delivery of those lines should be such that her
innocence is communicated, nonetheless.
The hanging of Katalin Hunyak onstage is a deliberate choice which emphasizes the lack
of justice she receives because she cannot speak English. Hunyak’s character is likely based on
the real prisoner Sabella Nitti, who was sentenced to hang in Chicago in 1923 for murdering her
husband. Nitti understood very little English; instead, she spoke an Italian dialect called Barese,
and freelance journalist Emilie Le Beau Lucchesi writes about Nitti in her book Ugly Prey. In a
review of that book, Evan Garcia explains that Nitti was “unkempt, physically hardened by years
of farm labor. Reporters took note of her appearance and poor dress, which played no small role
in the proceedings” [of her hanging] (Garcia). This description contrasts with Beulah Annan and
Belva Gaertner, women who were accused of murdering their lovers but who were easily
acquitted. These women, who served as the inspiration for Roxie Hart and Velma Kelly, were
both described as attractive. Annan was described by then-journalist Maurine Watkins as “the
prettiest woman ever accused or murder in Chicago” and Gaertner was termed “Cook County’s
most stylish defendant” (Winkler 8). Lucchesi makes the point in an interview about her book
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Ugly Prey that there was a spate of women murderers who would charm their way into acquittal.
In Nitti, the jury finally found a woman they could convict. “She had very haggard manners. She
grunted. She was considered very foreign. They were able to use that to convince the jury that
she was guilty” (Garcia). Cook County discontinued hanging in 1927, replacing the gallows for
the electric chair. Author Kari Lydersen makes the point that hanging is a much more public
event, and while very uncommon, hanging is currently still legal in both Washington state and
New Hampshire as an alternative to lethal injection (Lydersen). When Kander and Ebb place
Hunyak in the gallows, it is meant to be a shocking and uncomfortable viewing act. The script
even labels the scene as “Hungarian Hanging”, which underscores the fact that it is not an
American who is being hanged, even though it is a woman (58). Hunyak is hanged because she
cannot explain her innocence and, at the bottom of the economic ladder, lacks the social power to
do anything about the way that those who are in power manipulate her for their own ends.

Analysis of Dialogue
The dialogue and lyrics in Chicago have been crafted to convey a sense of the 1920s era
with its slang and cadences. This dialogue has several important elements to note: the use of
repetition in phrases, the narrative diction employed, the revelation of character and class
through word choice, and the advancement of the variety show framing format through the
patterns and structures of the songs.
One important way which dialogue is used in Chicago is to convey a sense of the
historical era, to individualize character, and to communicate social class. The opening song,
“And All That Jazz” is heavy on historical references, serving to firmly set the show within the
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1920s era of flappers and prohibition and excess. Talk of “rouging knees” and “rolling stockings
down” (Kander and Ebb 1) is a decided acknowledgment of the 1920s flapper who was pushing
boundaries, particularly regarding gender roles and sexuality. The show portrays strong, sexy
females who aren’t at all domestic and are unafraid to push back against their stereotypical place
in 1920s society. As Velma Kelly sings the lead, her lyrics direct the ensemble to “Find a flask, /
We’re playing fast and loose” (3). These lyrics fall in the script immediately after Fred Casely
asks Roxie Hart if her husband is at home. It is interesting to note that Velma Kelly responds to
this question, rather than Roxie Hart (to whom the question is posed): “No, her husband is not at
home” (3). This dialogue between Fred Casely, a character in the scenic couple, and Velma
Kelly, who is clearly performing a number for an audience, melds the two worlds into a
vaudeville-type performance that simultaneously tells a story and asks the audience to play along
– to suspend their disbelief – even though almost every character will be proven unreliable and
unbelievable.
“And All That Jazz” goes on to make more historically specific references to “Lucky
Lindy” (Charles Lindbergh, who completed the first solo transatlantic flight in 1927) and “Father
Dip” (most likely Louis Armstrong, a famous jazz trumpeter who came into prominence in the
1920s). There is also plenty of 1920s slang scattered throughout the song’s lyrics such as Skidoo
(“from the phrase 23 skidoo, meaning to leave in a hurry”), Hotcha (“a word popular in the era to
indicate delight”), and Whoopee Spot (“a place to have fun, with sex usually implied”)
(Fitzpatrick and Meyer). It is also during this opening number that the audience is a witness to
Roxie Hart’s murder of Fred Casely; after he indicates that he is ending their affair, she replies,
“Nobody walks out on me” (5). Harper’s etymology dictionary indicates that the phrase “walk
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out” originated around 1913. Roxie uses what might have been considered a hot new phrase, but
it is her casual comment, “Oh, I gotta pee,” after Fred dies that demonstrates she is a working,
middle class girl with her patterns of speech (6). This raw and unexpected response to what she
has just done is quite telling as to Roxie’s character. There is no sense of elegance, of pretensions
to a higher social sphere, and the use of “gotta” versus “have to” is a clever way to convey that
idea in a subtle way. This idea of Roxie being working class and perhaps not as educated are
repeatedly reinforced by diction choices. One such example is when Roxie uses words and
phrases such as “wanna”, “gonna”, “Ya”, and especially when she expresses the idea that
opportunity has not passed her by: “Oh, but it ain’t. Oh no, no, no, but it ain’t” (34).
Another subtlety in the dialogue and lyrics is the use of repetition. While writing for
Consciousness and Cognition, Newman et al note that the “mere repetition of information can
systematically bias people to believe that information is true.” This phenomenon is known as the
illusory truth effect, and the article goes on to state that “repetition-based illusory truth effect is
robust, holding across a variety of domains and despite having general knowledge about a claim,
and occurring even when other more probative information is available” (Newman et al). These
ideas about repetition convincing and making permanent impressions, particularly on an
audience, which then lead to the establishment of core beliefs, seems to have been espoused by
all three of Chicago’s authors – John Kander, Bob Fosse, and Fred Ebb – in both book, lyrics,
and musical motifs. The earliest use of repetition in the dialogue is when Amos Hart is asked to
sign his false police statement, and he says, “Freely and gladly. Freely and gladly” (6). Clearly,
as the story progresses and the audience learns that Amos is taking the blame for killing Casely,
Amos is not confessing either freely or gladly, and the use of repetition serves to highlight that
probability. In the same scene, Amos goes on to repeat his conjectures about what could have
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happened. “I mean supposin’, just supposin’, he had violated her or somethin’ . . . you know
what I mean . . . violated?” (8). As Amos speaks, he reveals to his audience that he is a cuckold,
a “dupe” – his wife has been “violated”, albeit with her consent, and it seems that Amos might
be suspicious of the facts of his case as he discusses his suppositions with the police. This early
use of repetition in the show from Amos, a character who is clearly lying about what has just
happened, also serves as a basis for using the technique of repetition to serve as the means to
establish a “fact” which stems from a lie.
The repetition device continues throughout both acts. In the next musical number, “Cell
Block Tango”, the women prisoners of the Cook County Jail begin by uttering mostly
onomatopoetic phrases such as “Pop” and “Squish” in a gradually increasing tempo. This initial
repetition works to create a sensory experience that highlights the darkness of the repetitive
satirical claim used in the chorus, “He had it comin’”, which refers to the murders of each of the
women’s significant other (11). There are other examples of repetition in the show serving to
morph a lie into truth as well. In the song “All I Care About is Love” which introduces attorney
Billy Flynn, he makes the outrageous claim that he doesn’t care about money at all – all he cares
about is love. In fact, the chorus does not contain many other words besides that repeated claim,
“All I care about is love” (24). A few scenes later, Billy manipulates the press when he spins the
story of Roxie murdering Fred Casely so that the gathered reporters are convinced that Roxie
shot Casely in self-defense. Billy incorporates more repetition in this song than probably
anywhere else in the show.
OH YES, OH YES, OH YES, WE BOTH,
OH YES, WE BOTH REACHED FOR
THE GUN, THE GUN, THE GUN, THE GUN,
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OH YES, WE BOTH REACHED FOR THE GUN,
FOR THE GUN. (30)
The repetition in this number also serves to shift focus from Roxie, the murderer, to “the gun” –
an object which could be blamed for the events of that fateful night instead of putting the blame
on Roxie. At the height of the frenzied claims in conclusion of the song, the phrase “the gun” is
repeated by Billy and the reporters a total of thirty-four times, with very little other words or
phrases interspersed. Finally, at the beginning of Act Two, Roxie sings “Me and My Baby” and
repeats variations of the phrase “My Little Baby” eight times as the song concludes, even though
she is singing about a non-existent pregnancy (51). Since the truth is so fluid in this musical, the
authors use repetition to make that truth which Roxie and others are trying to purport more
believable to anyone within earshot.
Along with historical significance and repetition, dialogue and lyrics also serve to narrate
events so that the audience views truth as indefinite rather than absolute. This narrative goes
hand-in-hand with developing the variety-show format. For example, as the show opens, after the
Master of Ceremonies announces the story of “murder, greed, corruption, violence, exploitation,
adultery and treachery – all those things we all hold near and dear to our hearts” he proceeds
directly into a “5,6,7,8”, an allusion to what performers often say when rehearsing the start of a
number (1). This allusion helps to reinforce the performance aspect of the whole show. As
performances naturally create their own viewpoint for a story, this format reinforces the idea of
casual, dispensable truth. This view of the truth allows the storytellers to manipulate the audience
into seeing the story from a different lens than that of an objective truth and heightens the idea
that everyone is always performing, all the time. For example, the emcee announces Velma
Kelly and Roxie Hart’s duet, “My Own Best Friend” by describing it as being “a song of
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unrelenting determination and unmitigated ego” (44). Clearly, this statement is an opinion, but
most of those same narrative statements could also be seen as the only part of the show which
does present “the truth” in an objective way with which the audience would agree.
It is the dialogue and lyrics of “Razzle Dazzle” which encapsulate the idea of the entire
show best. At the beginning of the number Roxie has just admitted to Billy that she is scared
after witnessing Katalin Hunyak’s hanging. Billy Flynn confidently assures her, “You got
nothing to worry about. It’s all a circus, kid. A three-ring circus. These trials – the whole world –
all show business” (59). Flynn then goes on to lyrically question, “How can they see with
sequins in their eyes?” and proposes the solution, “Razzle Dazzle ‘em, and they’ll never catch
wise” (59). The song cleverly uses alliteration to explain how the “flim flam flummox” will “fool
and fracture ‘em” and then asks the hypothetical question, “How can they hear the truth above
the roar?” (59). Later in the song, the ensemble promises the audience, “When you’re in trouble,
go into your dance. Though you are stiffer than a girder, they’ll let ya get away with murder”
(60). By the end of the song, Billy and the ensemble have assured Roxie that as “Long as you
keep ‘em way off balance, how can they spot ya got no talents?” (61). This song segues the story
straight into the climax of the courtroom scene, which is the actual three-ring circus in the show,
but the words of the song effectively set up the idea that the trial will be at best a performance
with many distractions.
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Analysis of Dramatic Action, Tempos, and Tone
Act Two, Scene 1
Beat
Title
1
Why Didn’t I think of
that?
2
Anything for the Press
3

The Poor Child!

4

It’s Brilliant!

5
6

Story of My Life
Noticing

7

Never Know I’m
There
Due Dates

8
9
10

A Little Thing Like
That
Invisibility

Scene 2
Beat
Title
11
Trial Dates
12

Velma Turns It On

13
14
15
16

Slumping
A Teeny Bit of
Criticism
Not Hurt
Overconfidence

17

That’s Chicago

18

Reversals

Action
Velma welcomes
Roxie preens
Roxie celebrates
Velma heckles
Mary Sunshine
commiserates

Tone
Cynical,
Sarcastic
Chipper,
Celebratory
Sympathetic,
Ambivalent,
Insistent
Bragging,
Heralding

Tempo
Slow, Deliberate

Tentative
Slowly, hesitantly

Amos proclaims

Hesitant
Quietly
observant,
resigned
Proclamatory

Billy condescends,
Amos realizes
Billy dismisses
Amos agonizes
Amos embraces his
pain

Puzzled, Fake
friendliness
Angry,
dismissive
Proclamatory,
then resigned

Deliberate

Action
Velma Plans, Billy
Avoids
Velma entices

Tone
Businesslike

Tempo
Up, Bright

Hopeful,
cajoling
Calculating
Jarring

Brightly

Plotting
Scolding,
Mocking
Sobering,
heart wrenching
Conciliatory

Brightly
Building

Mama muses
Billy plots
Amos brags
Amos wallows
Amos begins

Velma calculates
Roxie criticizes
Velma shakes it off
Roxie complains
Billy scolds
Billy reprimands
Hunyak resists
Roxie cooperates
Billy reassures
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Leisurely, then
brightly marching
Insistent, Driving

Brightly,
Determined

Painfully building

Driving,
purposeful
Moderately
plodding

Determined
Deliberate

Rolling
Slowly, tentatively

19

The Ringmaster

Billy beguiles

20

Truth Above the Roar

21
22
23

Just a Bagel
The Big Bamboozler
Double Whammy

Billy & Ensemble
Dazzle
Billy Goads
Ensemble instructs
Billy & Ensemble
proclaim

Scene 3
Beat
Title
24
Presenting Justice
25

Take the Witness

26

Step Down Daddy

27

Roxie to the Stand

28

Fat Chance

29

Guilty or Not?

30

Recollections

31

Error of My Ways

32

You’re mine!

33

The Gun Between Us

34

That Funny Look

35

Saving Baby

Action
Court officials
peacock
Harrison Patronizes
Amos Affirms
Billy manipulates
Amos Recounts
Roxie entices

Roxie Beseeches
Amos Tolerates
Roxie Performs
Roxie Recollects,
Billy Questions
Fred Questions
Roxie Shuns
Fred Threatens
Roxie Despairs
Roxie & Fred enact
Roxie celebrates
Fred Threatens
Roxie Convinces
Roxie defends
Billy Reveals
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Encouraging,
instructive,
flippant
Flippant

Moderately, LaidBack

Condescending
Explanatory
Proclamatory,
echoing

Brightly
Brightly
Brightly

Tone
Proclamatory

Tempo
Deliberate

Dismissive

Quickly,
Superficially
Slowly,
deliberately
Swaying, Jazzy

Conversational,
Triumphant
Justifying,
falsely
repentant
Pleading

Easily

Steadily Building

Sobbing,
recovering
Explanatory

Brightly

Scolding,
celebratory
Threatening

Consistent

Explanatory
Triumphant
Threatening
Insistent
Questioning,
Threatening,
Pleading

Alternating,
frenzied
Driving

Building

Driving

Moderately

Scene 4
Beat
Title
36
Rhinestone Buckles

37

We Find the
Defendant . . .

38
39
40

What a Story!
Don’t You Want My
Picture?
I Still Love You

41

Realization

42

Recovery

43

God Bless America!

Action
Mary Sunshine
Reports
Velma Scrutinizes
Mama Overlooks
Mary Sunshine
Reports
Billy Preaches
Reporter Gossips
Roxie Wails & Rails
Billy Denigrates
Amos Affirms
Roxie Ignores
Roxie Reflects
M.C. Proclaims
Roxie & Velma
Deflect
Velma & Roxie
Celebrate

Tone
Reporting
Disgusted
Calm

Tempo
Deliberately

Confident

Swelling

Gossipy
Despondent,
Sarcastic
Pleading,
Depressed
Questioning,
Accepting
Cynically
resigned

Hurried
Moderately

Appealing,
Reminiscent

Brightly,
Up

Slowly
Slowly Building
Grandly swelling

Character Analysis of Principal Characters
● Roxie Hart – What Roxie wants more than anything else is to be a star and “somebody
everyone knows” (35). Roxie admits in her monologue before her song “Roxie” that she
has always wanted to have her name in the papers. She mentions a time when she was
dating a bootlegger and was mentioned in the papers as a chorus girl and notes with
pride, “That was me” (34). Roxie works at a place she describes as a “cheap, southside
nightclub”, but all her life she has wanted to be a dancer in her own vaudeville act. This
desire is highlighted when she turns down Velma Kelly’s offer to enter a duo act by
saying, “I’m a star – I’m a big star single” (41). Roxie doesn’t care that her husband,
Amos, loves her and is willing to overlook her infidelity so that they can be a family;
instead, even amid a likely possibility of being hanged for shooting Fred Casely, which
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Sergeant Fogarty tells her is a “pretty cold-blooded murder” (9), she is ultra-focused on
how she is going to achieve that stardom. Roxie’s original plan to “just tell [the jury] the
truth” (20) quickly changes. Roxie does begin the show as childish and innocent, but it
doesn’t take her long to lose that naiveté and to learn how to manipulate the press so that
she can get the publicity she craves. She fakes a pregnancy and conveniently spins the
facts of her case in her favor while she is on the witness stand in court. Roxie also ends
up using many of the same tactics Velma Kelly plans to use when she is on the witness
stand (“When Velma Takes the Stand”), even though at the time Roxie tells Velma, “It
stinks” (56). When she is found innocent at the end of her trial, Roxie is narcissistic
enough to be only upset that none of the reporters want to take her picture before they are
off to cover a new story. By the end of the show, Roxie has had to come to terms with
being in a double act, but she finally has a show at the famous McVicker’s Theater and is
taking full advantage of the notoriety she gained when she shot her lover.
● Velma Kelly – Velma is tough and self-confident. As the show opens, she is known for
being the vaudeville performer who killed her husband and her sister for cheating on her
together. She is clearly the “alpha” in the female section of the Cook County Jail. She has
no trouble telling the newcomer, Roxie Hart, to “get out of my chair”, and when Roxie
asks for advice about her case, Velma baldly states, “Look, I don’t give no advice. And I
don’t take no advice. You’re a perfect stranger to me and let’s keep it that way” (19).
Later, Matron Mama Morton confides to Roxie that Velma “wears nothing but Black
Narcissus perfume and never makes her own bed. I take care of that for her" (21). Selfdescribed perfumaniac Barbara Herman personifies Black Narcissus perfume when she
states that “she is . . . beautiful and dangerous, a femme fatale only in it for herself even
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though she gussies herself up to lure you in” (Herman). Velma’s signature perfume
description also aptly describes Velma Kelly herself. However, when Velma realizes that
the publicity she needs is sliding out of her grasp, she tries to capitalize on the publicity
the newest murderess, Roxie, is gaining by suggesting that they team up for a double act.
This suggestion is totally out of character for Velma, and Matron Mama Morton
highlights that fact when she prefaces Velma’s song, “I Can’t Do It Alone” with the
editorial announcement, “Ladies and gentlemen, Velma Kelly, in an act of desperation”
(39). As the show progresses, Velma realizes that Roxie continues to out-maneuver her as
she fakes a pregnancy and wears the silver shoes with rhinestone buckles to court that
Velma so painstakingly planned. Both Velma and Roxie recognize that “I Am My Own
Best Friend”, and as they sing this number, they are clearly aligning in values with each
other, albeit unwillingly: “Trusting to luck, that’s only for fools, I play in a game, where I
make the rules, and rule number one, from here to the end, is I am my own best friend”
(45). Velma differs from Roxie in that, although she is independent and doesn’t want to
partner with Roxie, she also has enough acumen to realize that, at least for a time, their
paths must coincide as they ride the wave of publicity swelling from these “two
scintillating sinners” forming a double act (75).
● Billy Flynn – Billy is charming and affable but also ruthless and calculating. He has a
price, and he is not willing to work for a cent less. Billy understands the important role
the press plays in the court of public opinion, and he cultivates friendships with those
members of the press who he feels he can most easily sway, such as Mary Sunshine. Billy
is also quick to see the advantages of a situation and to capitalize on those advantages.
When Roxie announces she is pregnant, he immediately takes charge, declaring, “I want
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the best doctor in the city for my poor client. Somebody pick that poor girl up” (47), even
though he has sidelined both Velma and Roxie only a few pages earlier when Kitty, the
pineapple heiress, becomes the most recent news sensation when she kills her boyfriend
and his mistress (43). Billy is king of the courtroom, and he realizes that if he can only
“Razzle Dazzle” the judge and the jury enough, then he can get his client acquitted of
whatever charges might be levied against her. He proudly proclaims, “Long as you keep
‘em way off balance, how can they spot ya got not talents?” (61). Despite all of Billy’s
posturing and preening, though, he does perceive issues with a stark clarity. He does his
homework and knows when Amos Hart is lying to him about Roxie’s father promising to
send money. He also tells Roxie as she is riding the success of her bid for publicity by
announcing her pregnancy that, “You’re a phony celebrity kid. In a couple of weeks,
nobody’ll even know who you are. That’s Chicago” (58). Billy’s main strength is that he
recognizes precisely how long the publicity from an event can last, and he knows when to
call for his “exit music, please” as he rides that wave of success out of the courtroom
(73).
● Amos Hart – Amos Hart’s chief attribute and downfall is that he loves his wife, Roxie.
He loves her despite her cheating ways, and he loves her even though he knows, deep
down, that to her he is truly the invisible “Mr. Cellophane”. Amos works long hours and
could be called to task for neglecting his wife, particularly on Valentine’s night (the night
she shoots Fred Casely after they’ve been out on the town and then return to her place).
Amos is easily manipulated – Roxie manages to persuade him to get the $5,000 she needs
to hire Billy Flynn. She also persuades him to take the blame for shooting Fred Casely.
Amos is willing to lie to the police and to Billy Flynn if it will only help Roxie. When
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Billy suggests to Amos that he should seek a divorce from Roxie since the baby she is
claiming definitely couldn’t be his child, Amos immediately hits on that suggestion as the
answer, and seems honestly puzzled later on the witness stand when Billy Flynn seems to
have had a reversal of this idea: “Did you even bother to ask if you were the father? . . .
Just jumped to a conclusion? Do you call that playing square?” (63). After Roxie is
acquitted and Amos approaches her to tell her he loves her and still wants to be a family,
Roxie is so caught up in the trial results that she never even hears Amos’s declarations of
love and devotion. After all, it is what she expects to hear from him. Amos sees himself
as that invisible, inconsequential personage he sings about in his signature song, “Mr.
Cellophane”, and therefore everyone else does, too.
● Matron “Mama” Morton – Mama is maternal yet tough. She is the warden of the female
prisoners at Chicago’s Cook County Jail, and she has a system worked out to where
anyone who is willing to scratch her back gets their back scratched, too. Mama seems to
run a friendly, easy-going ship – she refers to the inmates as the “chickies in my pen”
(17) – but make no mistake, she is in control of what happens in her jail. She allows
phone calls only when she has been paid, and she has no hesitation in taking money off
one prisoner for the work of another one. She tells Roxie that Velma Kelly never makes
her own bed. “Velma pays me five bucks a week, then I give the Hungarian fifty cents,
and she does it” (21). Mama is the gateway of information in her jail, and as such, Billy
Flynn understands that he must cultivate a relationship with her to get the press the story
he wants them to hear. Mama also understands the value of publicity, and she juggles the
cases of her prisoners based on what kind of bribes they can bring her. She tells Velma
Kelly, “You took care of Mama and Mama took care of you. I talked to Flynn. He set
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your trial date for March the 5th, March 7th you’ll be acquitted. And March 8th – do you
know what Mama’s gonna do for you? She’s gonna start you on a vaudeville tour” (18).
However, she later tells Velma, “Well, your name hasn’t been in the papers for a long
time. I been getting calls from the boys at William Morris all day. ‘We’ve lost interest.’
‘We don’t want her.’ ‘She’s washed up.’ ‘She’s a bum.’ Do you know how it hurts Mama
to hear that about someone she cares for?” (39). Mama is a constant in the show – she is
there for her girls when things go well, but she is also there to commiserate with them, at
least superficially, when the tables turn, as when she listens to coverage of Roxie’s trial
with Velma and reminds her when Velma is upset about Roxie stealing her silver shoes
with rhinestone buckles that she “shouldn’t have left ‘em layin’ around” (71).

Past Production Reviews
There is a dearth of more-than-superficial reviews of performances of Chicago: High
School Edition, which is probably because most reviewers don’t feel comfortable being very
critical of a high school performance. According to the rights-holder, Concord Theatricals, the
changes made to the show to create the “Teen Edition” were the “removal of adult language and
overtly sexual references, removal of the songs "Class" and "A Bit of Good", and transposing
keys to better accommodate teen voices” (Concord). Therefore, it seems reasonable that reviews
of both the original 1975 Chicago musical as well as the 1996 revival production could offer
some insight into important areas of the work to consider.
One such area that reviews illuminate about the original production is the choreography.
In Big Deal: Bob Fosse and Dance in the American Musical, author Kevin Winkler analyzes in
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his “Keep it Hot” chapter the differences between the original Fosse choreography from the 1975
performances versus the Ann Reinking choreography in the revival performances. Winkler finds
Reinking’s choreography to be timeless and respectful of Fosse, yet it is the stage pictures that
Fosse achieved, as well as the way he achieved transitions “from one striking image to another,
snapping the dancers into place with an easy inevitability” that was unparalleled (199). Writing
for Saturday Night, reviewer Martin Knelman takes a slightly less critical approach to Reinking’s
choreography, opining that she “staged the dances in homage to Fosse while adapting his
trademark angular style to the concert format . . . the effect is to make the audience feel that the
usual artifice of Broadway extravaganza has been bulldozed away.” Walter Bobbie, current
director of the Broadway-running show, notes that Chicago has “turned into the legacy of Ann
Reinking. She really carried the legacy of Fosse’s choreography through to this production,
which sort of sharpened the aesthetic of his work” (Ramirez).
Other noteworthy elements that reviewers repeatedly reference include the fact that the
long-running revival does just what the storyline espouses – the show frequently employs guest
actors with name appeal to keep the show fresh and “continually renew itself through headlinegrabbing cast replacements” (Ramirez). Well-known cast members include Patti LaBelle, Usher,
Brooke Shields, Patrick Swayze, Wendy Williams, and Jerry Springer (Winkler 209). Also,
reviewers frequently mention the show’s style of including the pit musicians onstage as a part of
the story line. Most reviewers feel that this inclusion serves to heighten the vaudeville style of
the story, as well as to remind audiences of what musical theatre is and can be.
This heightening of the vaudeville theme of the show through employing both actor name
recognition as well as the placement of the orchestra on stage helps to tie in the show’s
commentary on truth. “With its carefully polished veneer of cynicism Chicago is a bracing
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reminder that the musical theatre once had a tradition of wit and sophistication . . . If it’s
affirmation of family values or the power of romantic love you’re after, this is not for you.” The
critic then concludes by observing that the “most liberating aspect of Chicago is that there’s not a
single heartwarming moment in it” (Knelman). Winkler concurs that Chicago does not even
attempt to offer the absolution that many other musicals strive to achieve. He writes that
Chicago’s “cold shower of cynicism forced [audiences] to confront their own complicity in a
corrupt culture” (207). It is this exact cynicism that possibly speaks most to audiences today; the
public is weary of the questionable nature of truth in today’s culture, and Chicago points that out,
asking the audience to consider the problem, all while entertaining with memorable lyrics and
music.

Playwright, Composer, and Lyricist Biographical Information
The contract to produce Chicago (High School Edition) stipulated that if biographical
information was included for the authors, the information from the Concord Theatricals website
should be used. That biographical information is found below, taken directly from the Concord
materials:
Fred Ebb (Book / Lyrics) (1933–2004)
Fred Ebb was an award-winning lyricist, librettist and director who frequently and
successfully collaborated with composer John Kander. Ebb's work for the theatre
included Flora, The Red Menace; Cabaret; The Happy Time; Zorba; 70, Girls, Chicago;
The Act; Woman of the Year; 2x5; The Rink; And The World Goes Round - The Kander
and Ebb Musical; Kiss of the Spider Woman; and Steel Pier. His film work
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included Cabaret; Norman Rockwell: A Short Subject; Lucky Lady; New York, New
York; Funny Lady; Kramer vs. Kramer; A Matter of Time; Places in the Heart; French
Postcards; Stepping Out, and the 2003 Academy Award winner for best
picture, Chicago. For television, Ebb wrote Liza with a Z; Goldie and Liza
Together (starring Goldie Hawn and Liza Minnelli); Ol' Blue Eyes is Back (starring Frank
Sinatra); Baryshnikov on Broadway; An Early Frost; and Liza in London. His last
projects included a musical version of The Skin of Our Teeth and Curtains, with book by
Rupert Holmes. Ebb also provided additional material for the updated script of Rodgers
& Hart's By Jupiter and additional lyrics for the 1997 TV remake of Rodgers &
Hammerstein's Cinderella.
Fred Ebb earned four Tony Awards (for Cabaret, Woman of the Year, and Kiss of
the Spider Woman) and four Primetime Emmy awards (for Liza with a Z, Gypsy in My
Soul, and Liza Minnelli Live From Radio City Music Hall) along with dozens of other
accolades, including the Kennedy Center Honors and membership in the American
Theatre Hall of Fame. In 2005, by instruction of Ebb's will, the Fred Ebb Foundation was
established to present an annual award to an up-and-coming musical theatre writer or
writing team.

Bob Fosse (Book)
Robert Louis Fosse was born in Chicago, Illinois on June 23, 1927. Fosse took an
early interest in dance, displaying unusual skill. His parents supported his interest,
enrolling him in formal dance training. By his early teens, Fosse was dancing
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professionally in local nightclubs. It was here that he was first exposed to the themes of
vaudeville and burlesque performance.
Fosse enlisted in the Navy after graduating from high school in 1945. He was still
in boot camp when the war came to an end. After fulfilling his military requirement,
Fosse settled in New York City and continued to pursue dance. He married and divorced
twice while struggling to establish his career.
The first few parts that Fosse landed were as part of a Broadway chorus. In 1953
he appeared briefly in the MGM movie musical Kiss Me, Kate (1953). His work attracted
the attention of Broadway director George Abbott and choreographer Jerome Robbins.
Fosse choreographed the 1954 show The Pajama Game, which was directed by
George Abbott. Fosse's signature style, which incorporated complex moves and imagery
drawn from vaudeville, was instantly popular. The Pajama Game earned him his first
Tony Award for Best Choreography.
His next musical, Damn Yankees, was another smash. Fosse forged a working
relationship with leading dancer Gwen Verdon that would span his career. The two
married in 1960 and had a daughter, Nicole.
Hugely successful by 1960, Fosse still faced opposition from directors and
producers who considered his material to be too suggestive. He decided to take on the
role of director as well as choreographer to maintain the integrity of his artistic vision in
Hollywood as well as on Broadway. His subsequent musicals included Sweet Charity,
Cabaret, and Pippin. The 1972 film version of Cabaret (1972) won eight Academy
Awards. Fosse won Tony Awards for direction and choreography for his work
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on Pippin (1972). He also won an Emmy for his staging of the television variety
show Liza with a Z (1972).
Fosse wrote three additional stage musicals before his death. He survived a heart
attack, suffered during rehearsals for Chicago, to write and choreograph the
autobiographical film All That Jazz. His later productions were not as successful as his
earlier work. Big Deal, Fosse's last musical, was particularly poorly received.
Fosse suffered a heart attack in Washington, D.C., outside of the Willard Hotel on
September 23, 1987, and died before reaching the hospital. Fosse remains one of the most
distinctive and influential choreographers in history, remembered through Broadway
revivals and screenings of his work.

John Kander (Music)
John Kander is a Tony, Emmy and Grammy-winning composer, a recipient of the
Kennedy Center Honors Award, and a member of the American Theatre Hall of Fame.
With frequent collaborator Fred Ebb, he composed the score to dozens of Broadway
musicals, including Cabaret, Zorba, Chicago, The Act, Woman of the Year, The Rink,
Kiss of the Spider Woman and Steel Pier.
John Harold Kander was born on March 18, 1927, in Kansas City, Missouri to
Harold and Berenice (Aaron) Kander. He attended Oberlin College, where he composed
his first theatre scores, for Second Square and Opus Two in 1950 and Requiem for
Georgie in 1951. He earned a Master of Arts degree from Columbia University in 1954.
During the summers of 1955 to 1957, he worked as the choral director and conductor of
the Warwick Musical Theatre in Rhode Island. Kander began to work steadily as a pianist
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in 1956. He believes his big break in New York came by accident: He went to a club in
Philadelphia after seeing a performance of West Side Story. By chance he happened to
meet the pianist, who asked Kander to substitute for him while he went on vacation. The
stage manager for West Side Story then asked Kander to play the auditions for her next
show, Gypsy. During the Gypsy auditions, Kander met the choreographer, Jerry Robbins,
who then suggested that Kander write the dance music for the show. After that
experience, he again wrote dance arrangements for Irma la Douce in 1960.
As a composer, Kander made his Broadway debut in 1962 with A Family Affair,
produced by Harold Prince. A year later, in 1963, Kander met lyricist Fred Ebb. Kander
and Ebb began to work together, and their first song, “My Coloring Book,” was
nominated for a Grammy award. Kander and Ebb's first theatrical collaboration, The
Golden Gate, never opened on Broadway. However, the score convinced Harold Prince
to hire the pair for his next production, Flora, the Red Menace, which opened in 1965,
starring Liza Minnelli in her Broadway debut.
Cabaret, Kander and Ebb’s triumphant hit, opened on November 20, 1966, at the
Broadhurst Theatre and ran for 1,166 performances. The show won the 1966 Tony
Award for Best Musical and Kander and Ebb won for Best Score. In 1972, the film
adaptation starring Liza Minnelli won several Oscars. The stage musical was revived at
the Imperial Theatre in 1987 with some of the original cast reprising their roles. The
show was revived again in 1998, earning another Tony for Best Revival.
Subsequent collaborations included The Happy Time, 70, Girls, and Chicago.
Another huge hit, Chicago ran for 898 performances and was revived in 1997, winning
six Tony Awards, including Best Revival, Best Choreography, and Best Direction. The
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team continued their collaboration with The Act, Woman of the Year, The Rink, Kiss of
the Spider Woman (Tony Award winner for Best Score), Steel Pier and Over and Over.
In 2000 Kander and Ebb were working together on The Visit, based on a play by
Friedrich Durrenmatt. After Fred Ebb passed away in 2004, Kander completed the project
with playwright Terrence McNally.
Kander's film work includes scores for Something for Everyone (1969), A Matter
of Time (1976), Kramer vs. Kramer (1979), Still of the Night (1982), Blue Skies
Again (1983), Places in the Heart (1984), I Want to Go Home (1989) and Billy
Bathgate (1991), and songs for New York, New York (1977), Cabaret (1972), Funny
Lady (1975) and French Postcards (1979).
Kander and Ebb also collaborated on music for several television specials. In
1974 they won an Emmy Award and Grammy Award for their work on Liza with a
‘Z.' They won another Emmy in 1993 for Liza Minnelli in London, Steppin' Out. Other
television projects featured Goldie Hawn, Shirley MacLaine, and Michael Baryshnikov.
In addition to his Tony, Grammy, and Emmy awards, Kander received honorary
doctorate degrees from Oberlin College and Niagara University, the President's Award
from the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers, the Kennedy Center Honors,
and the Oscar Hammerstein Award for Lifetime Achievement in Musical Theatre.
For almost four decades, Kander and Ebb wrote music together for theatre, film,
and television. Their collaboration was a true partnership. In an April 1997 article in The
New York Times, Ethan Mordden wrote, “Mr. Kander and Mr. Ebb celebrate the Big
Break, the American love of show biz, making it, performance. Their musicals may be set
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in Germany, Greece, or South America, may defy Fascism or flirt with death. But at the
center of their art lies a love of the talent-take-all wonder of entertainment” (Concord).

Student Learning Goals
Our Chicago: High School Edition cast and crew has students from a wide range of
theatre experience. We have experienced seniors, who have participated in theatre at Strasburg
High School for all four of their high school years, and we have students who have never set foot
on a stage or in a theatre classroom, but who were simply interested in participating for various
reasons. We also have students who fall somewhere in between those two extremes. Our
program strives to be a welcoming place for all those students. The following learning goals are
taken directly from the Virginia Theatre Arts Standards of Learning, Theatre Arts II: Dramatic
Literature and Theatre History, Technique and Application section as a way to connect
production work with student learning as it relates to the overall state standards in our discipline.
TII.12 The student will refine physical and vocal techniques for theatre performance.
a) Use movement, staging (blocking), pacing, and stage business.
b) Refine vocal projection and diction.
c) Choose vocal and physical expressions that enhance characterization, conflict, and
production style.
TII.13 The student will demonstrate techniques for actor preparation.
a) Refine research skills and audition techniques for characterization and script/text
interpretation.
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b) Incorporate psychological, historical, and social dynamics derived from information
suggested by the script.
c) Incorporate suggestions from the director.
d) Perform a fully rehearsed and memorized role.
TII.16 c) Demonstrate safety procedures including proper storage and maintenance of
equipment, facilities, and properties
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Section 3 – Post-Production Materials

Production Journal
● Monday, Oct. 18, 2021 – We had our first meeting today for anyone who was interested
in knowing what this year’s all-school musical would be. Of course, the musical won’t be
performed until the end of March, but the kids are always dying to know what it will be. I
must say, this is definitely the earliest we’ve ever announced it before. We made a
slideshow with visual cues about what it might be, but they ended up guessing it too
easily last year, so we threw in some random emojis that had nothing to do with it. I think
the kids were well and truly surprised when we finally told them. AND they seem superexcited. One of the girls who will likely be a lead posted later about being ready for “fishnets and Fosse”, so I feel like that’s a win! We also told the kids to go ahead and join our
Google Classroom now, even though auditions wouldn’t be until the end of next month.
Audition packets should hopefully be ready by the start of November.
● Friday, November 19, 2021 – Unfortunately, Audition Packs weren’t ready to go out until
today. What with wrapping up our one-act play, teaching, and working on my Section 2
materials, it took me longer than I anticipated to get it done. I’ve had quite a few kids
pick up packets already, and I also posted it to Classroom, so I’m sure some of them will
just use the online version rather than a print copy, at least for now. Our Music Director
wants to move the auditions up a week, from Dec. 7 and 8 to Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 since
she has a middle school concert one of those days and will be preparing for it the other
one. I know that gives the kids a week less time to prepare, but honestly, the ones who
are preparing will just make it work, and the ones who aren’t preparing anything won’t
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really care anyway. So, I hope it will be fine. I do have a good friend flying in on
Thursday, Dec. 2 to see me, so I’m hoping we don’t need to do call-backs on that
Thursday.
● Tuesday, November 23, 2021 – I’m excited to say that we’ve already heard from several
kids who didn’t participate last year (or ever) but are planning to participate this year.
Some who did stage crew last year are interested in acting this year, which is great, of
course, but also presents another set of problems in that we also definitely need a stage
crew we can rely on. I’m glad there’s interest and excitement building around the whole
thing, though, and we’ll make whatever the kids most want to do work (at least, for the
most part).
● Wednesday, Dec. 1, 2021 – It’s been an interesting few days of auditions. I must say, I
was really nervous when the kids came in to do choreography auditions today.
Obviously, I knew we didn’t really have any dancers, but this IS a dancing show, so I was
hoping for more than what I saw. However, after about an hour of preliminary work, our
choreographer split the kids into groups and had them go off to separate locations to work
on choreography for 30 minutes. They were to use at least three of the moves they had
learned in one of the songs. I thought it would be a wreck, but it was actually a really nice
reminder to me that the choreo doesn’t have to be perfect as long as it’s engaging. Some
of the work that the kids created was hilarious! And quite good, honestly! I was so
relieved by the end of our audition time today. Now we just have to decide who goes
where. For the most part, that isn’t going to be quite as cut-throat as I was afraid of
because the two strong senior girls have already decided which one wants Velma and
which one wants Roxie. I always ask in their audition form which roles they are most
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interested in. Honestly, I’d have put them backwards from what they say they want, but
the MD assures me they can do it vocally, so with their level of experience, I’m willing to
give it a go. They are both well-seasoned. It’s going to be a little bit difficult figuring out
where to put the guys.
● Friday, Dec. 10, 2021 – I told the kids we might need up to a week to make cast
decisions, and I am definitely glad I did. Probably I should have just had more Callbacks
on Thursday and that might have taken care of a lot of our back and forth, but I think we
all (Kaylee, Kylene, Brittany, and I) finally feel good about the casting. Brittany is the
most laid-back about it – she tells me how a kid did dancing-wise and is okay with
whatever we decide from there. Kaylee really obsesses over it, but she’s really good at
thinking of all the “what-ifs”, so I’m glad she is the way she is. Kylene has such a great
ear for who can do what vocally, and she brings a fresh perspective to our conversations
that is definitely valuable. Bottom line decision-maker is me, though, so I always stress
over whether kids will be upset with the role they’ve been placed in. So far, the cast list
has been up about an hour, and I haven’t heard anything back yet at all from them, so I
think that’s probably a good thing.
● Thursday, January 13, 2022 – We’ve had vocal rehearsals after school all this week.
However, mom had to have surgery on Monday, so I’ve been out with her. Today was
my first day of vocal rehearsals. Kylene assured me she would be fine without my help
(only principals came on Monday and Tuesday), and I’m sure she was, I just feel bad not
being there. However, it all worked out. They are actually sounding really good, and
starting to get things rolling is very exciting for all of us! Looking ahead, we may not be
able to start rehearsals as planned because they say we might be getting a big snow
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sometime in the next few days. Thankfully, at this point in the process, that doesn’t stress
me out like it might if we were closer to performance dates.
● Monday, January 24, 2022 – We were finally able to start table work today! Wow, that
was more time off than I anticipated! We didn’t get all the way through a read-through,
but we did get a decent way in. The kids had some good questions and didn’t seem too
shy about singing their songs (along with a pre-recorded voice). That can get a little
tricky sometimes, but the seniors are setting the tone in leadership in that way, and they
clearly want excellence in their vocals. I really am thankful for that. We are supposed to
have costume appointments on Saturday, but long-term it’s looking like snow again, so
that might not happen then. But we do still have time.
● Tuesday, February 1, 2022 – Today was the first day we had our actor who is playing the
judge attend rehearsals because he has been out with an injury, but he did a really great
job. We ran the courtroom scene for the first time, and I tried to impress on the kids how
important the timing is going to be for this scene. I think they understand – I know at
least some of them do – the ones who are natural musicians. I am pleased with how well
our Amos is doing with his part, particularly considering that he has never acted on stage
with us before, and that he is also doing sports so his attendance at rehearsals is limited.
We did some rough, organic blocking today, but getting it roughed out is still exciting to
see it taking a little shape!
● Wednesday, February 2, 2022 – We started by discussing the décor/ aesthetic I’m trying
to create for our show. I showed the kids some of the pins I had created as inspiration
images. The first day we did the read-through, when I cast the vision for the show,
Kaylee Cobb mentioned that we could perhaps set tables in the audience for smaller
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groups to sit around, kind of extending that feel of being in a speakeasy / vaudeville show
as part of the audience. That idea has been ruminating for a while with me, and I really
think it could have a huge impact in helping to further our overall aesthetic. So, I started
by asking the kids if they had any small round tables I could borrow for about a month,
and that morphed into me giving them a little more detail as to the vision I’m developing.
Since my creative team doesn’t include a set designer or costume designer, I am having
to divide my creative energies among all those elements, in addition to directing
responsibilities, so I sometimes find myself going in several different directions at once.
We roughed out “Cell Block Tango” and “When You’re Good to Mama” today and ran
the dialogue while doing some organic blocking for the jail scenes surrounding those
numbers. The rehearsal schedule is built to where we have fewer cast members today,
and that’s actually by design since it’s a little bit of a nice break from the full-cast
rehearsals we have on Mondays and Tuesdays.
● Thursday, February 3, 2022 – Today was a great day in rehearsal – everyone was high
energy (surprisingly, since it’s the last day of the week long rehearsals), and although I
had to calm them down a little a few times, the energy did translate to the stage, and the
kids ended feeling very positive. We are supposed to have costume appointments on
Saturday morning, but there’s the possibility of some winter weather Friday night
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Saturday morning, so I’m hoping we don’t have to reschedule again. We were originally
scheduled for last Saturday, but we had to cancel because of snow last week. I do the
appointments in 10-minute increments, but I like to have a good 3–4-hour block of time
because I have to drag everything out of my over-stuffed costume closet to get to all of
the items in order to see what I have and what I need.
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● Wednesday, February 9, 2022 – Rehearsal went well today. Prisoner Mona was finally
able to be there for “Cell Block Tango” for the first time (we are currently sharing her
with basketball), and it went well, considering. I purposefully built the rehearsal schedule
so it’s a little lighter on Wednesdays while we’re still doing scene rehearsals only. When
we move to Act rehearsals in March, of course, that will change, but after having three
-hour choreography on Sundays and two solid days of two-hour scene rehearsals,
Wednesdays are a day where we have fewer people here, and the ones who are here are a
little more mature, overall. On a weather note, they are saying there might be snow on
Sunday, which would be another day of choreography missed, so I’m hoping that the
snow bypasses us and does not materialize as predicted.
● Thursday, February 10, 2022 – Wow! Everybody was so tired today (myself included). I
had gone to Costco last night to finally get snack items for the kids, and I gave them a
break after about an hour and let them tear into the snacks. The break ended up being
longer than I had planned, but I think they needed it. I’ve learned that there has to be a
give-and-take, an ebb and flow with theatre kids (probably any kids). I can’t expect them
all to be “on-task” 100% every day. They’re not professionals, and a lot of the interaction
that they do is actually helping to build ensemble, so it all works out in the end.
Sometimes it is hard to know what that balance should look like, but I try to keep the big
picture in mind. We ended up having a pretty decent rehearsal, all things considered.
● Monday, February 14, 2022 – We missed choreography yesterday because we got snow
overnight on Saturday. Between that and people being out for quarantine and the Super
Bowl (they didn’t have rides) and various other reasons, we decided to do choreography
this week on our lighter day, Wednesday. So, we pushed through our Monday scenes, and
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then I dismissed the cast who weren’t assigned for Wednesdays, and we ran those scenes
too. It ended up working out well, although the kids were fairly high energy for this
Valentine’s Day. I think one of my alumni volunteers who has been helping with stage
crew may be quitting. He sent me an email over the weekend that said he felt like the
towel boy. I did have a talk with him today before rehearsal started and told him it is
absolutely true that the stage crew are the unsung heroes of the theater and that towel
boys are actually important. I also told him that I wouldn’t be upset with him if he wanted
to drop out and not help out anymore. He had actually asked me previously if he could
clicker train the cast (he has been certified in clicker training for his puppy). I told him
that I wasn’t interested in clicker training for humans, and I think that is what sealed the
deal.
● Thursday, February 17, 2022 – I’ve been out the last two days, not feeling well. I am so
thankful for my creative team, who picked up the slack in my absence. Kaylee and
Kylene ran rehearsals on Tuesday, and Brittany was already planning on doing
choreography on Wednesday, so Kaylee and some of the alumni volunteers helped her
run that yesterday. Today, we had several seniors out who were attending the state swim
competition. When I told them that they could miss, I didn’t really put it together that it
was three main parts, but we ran some scenes (not our typical Thursday ones) that they
weren’t in today, and I think it worked out alright. I had them show me what they had
gotten done on “Razzle Dazzle” yesterday, and I tweaked a few things because I didn’t
like the blurry ways they were moving between sections of the song. I hope Brittany
doesn’t mind – she is super-busy (and so am I), so it is hard to get some time to visit with
her. I need to try to carve out some time to drop by her office, though, and make sure we
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are good with all that is happening. Thankfully, she is super laid-back, so I don’t think
she’ll be upset. However, I don’t want to take advantage of that – I want her to know how
much I appreciate her help. On another note, there are two freshmen boys who I’m
seriously thinking about kicking out of the show. This is a really huge statement from me
because I never kick anyone out. I always try to make a place for anyone who wants to be
here, but that’s the problem – I’m not convinced that they really want to be here. Their
attendance is sporadic, and when they are here, they are so unfocused. I do see potential
in both of them that I’d like to develop, but I just don’t know if they’re ready to be a part
of this type of show yet. I want to talk with them seriously, one-on-one, to try to get a feel
for that.
● Monday, February 21, 2022 – We didn’t have school today because it’s President’s Day,
but we had rehearsal, and it went quite well (although several kids were late). We ended
up with almost everyone here, and those who weren’t here had already cleared it with me.
The scenes are going more quickly simply because they’re becoming more familiar with
their blocking and transitions, so that’s a positive. This is the last week of being on-book.
We have a workday scheduled for this Saturday, so I’m working on a list of tasks that I
want to get done. We also had choreography rehearsal last night, and that went well
overall. We cleaned up “Razzle Dazzle” and did half of “All I Care About is Love”.
● Tuesday, February 22, 2022 – Today was a light attendance day. I hadn’t anticipated it,
but I should have since I knew spring sports try-outs are happening this week. That
means that kids’ schedules are changing from what we’ve become accustomed to during
the winter sports season as they try out for a spot on the various spring teams. I have cast/
crew members interested in doing track, soccer, and softball currently, although the
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soccer interest I think may not pan out. We are also changing our schedule next week,
going from scene rehearsals to act rehearsals, so we’ll probably have some growing pains
as we adjust to the new schedules. The big thing from today’s rehearsal, though, is that I
think we may have to recast Mary Sunshine. I’ve been trying to be patient with her, but I
was finally able to send her off with our Music Director today to have her sing her part
for her, and the MD really is amazing at pulling vocals out of kids, but she didn’t seem
hopeful at all when she returned. I ended up giving the kids a break and having a
conversation with the MD and our assistant about what we could do and who we could
sub in. I’m not sure why we didn’t consider the understudy right away, but we were
thinking about who was standing out in the ensemble and one name came to mind. We
called her over and asked her if she would be willing to step up. She said she was happy
to do whatever she needed to do for the show, so that was a relief, but then we called
Mary Sunshine over to talk with her, and she wanted a little more time to work on the
part to try to get it right. She asked for a week, but I told her I could only give her to
Friday morning. Fortunately, our MD and I both have 1st block planning, so we are going
to hear her sing then. I frankly don’t have a lot of hope of her making it work, since I
haven’t seen what I was hoping for in rehearsals yet, but maybe she will surprise me. I
would LOVE to be surprised in that way! All in all, it wasn’t a horrible day, and the kids
who were here worked hard. It is now 45 minutes past the end of rehearsal, however, and
I am still waiting on one student’s ride to show up. That is sometimes the worst part of
this – trying to balance personal and theatre life. It’s definitely a give-and-take!
● Tuesday, March 1, 2022 – We started with being off-book yesterday (I had family dinner
to go to and didn’t write at the end of rehearsal). We did Act 1 yesterday (didn’t finish it)
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and did Act 2 today (didn’t finish it either). That wasn’t really a surprise, though. The
rehearsal went well until the courtroom scene. That was rough, although I’m not
surprised. It requires very precise timing, and they just aren’t there yet, but it was
nevertheless a good exercise. I’m feeling fairly stressed about getting enrolled in TH 700
– I tried to do that this morning, but there was some kind of glitch. Since I’m 3 hours
ahead, I didn’t get to follow up with the registrar’s office to see what the issue was
because I have 1st block planning and so by the end of my planning block, it’s only 6:45
on the West Coast. I emailed Mary Makins because I thought that might be an easy
solution / resource (and more readily available than Emily or Tina), but evidently she
doesn’t work in the Theatre Department anymore. So, I felt like I was totally striking out!
I suppose I should also mention here that we ended up switching out Mary Sunshine with
the understudy yesterday. The first Mary Sunshine girl was just not able to sing the part
adequately, so after trying to work with her repeatedly, we finally decided to switch it
out. She honestly didn’t seem too upset, though, so I’m glad about that. I take total
responsibility for the casting misstep here – I had seen the original girl perform recently
in a community theater show, and mistakenly assumed that she could do more than what
she could, so I didn’t have her do a callback when we were auditioning. I do think it’s a
much better fit now, though, so I guess it has all worked out. I hope so.
● Thursday, March 3, 2022 – I’m feeling really tired today. Fortunately, I didn’t have to
actively run rehearsal since it was a choreography day. I’m pretty sure our choreographer
(who is also our Guidance Counselor) is also tired, but she seemed to be energized by the
work of the cast. We were working “Cell Block Tango”, and the girls finally had their jail
cells to practice with. The Ag / Shop teacher and his class completed the last of those
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yesterday afternoon, so I know the girls were happy to have something in hand with
which to work. We did notice that a couple of the casters seem not to be rolling correctly,
so I may need to have a couple of those replaced. It was a nice quiet way to wrap up a
long week’s worth of work. On another note, my husband’s aunt passed away this
morning. We are close to her, so we will likely be going out of town for the funeral,
which will probably mean pushing this Saturday’s scheduled workday back a week. It
shouldn’t be too difficult to do, though, and we don’t have just a whole lot of items left
on the work list to get knocked out. So hopefully we’ll be okay. I’ll need to talk to the
MD to see if she can run rehearsal with our assistant on Monday if I need to miss that
day. We have one more week until we add in mics. One other thing I should probably
note is that the P.E. department this week cleaned out the stage closet they’ve been using
for years, and I have coordinated with a painter/handyman business here in town that
we’ve used a lot personally to demo it. The closet has been blocking our downstage left
exit, so I’m excited to get rid of it. They dropped by to look at the closet and determine
what they needed to do, and they said they would get to it sometime next week.
● Tuesday, March 8, 2022 – I haven’t taken the time to write in a couple of days. I did end
up having to postpone the workday that was supposed to be last Saturday because I went
out of town for a funeral. We returned on Sunday night, so I missed choreography, too.
They were learning “Me and My Baby”, and I must say it looked a lot better when we ran
it today (although not perfect – I had a couple of kids out, one was sick, and one is also
playing softball). The “Cell Block Tango” looked a lot better yesterday in rehearsal, and
some of the kids who hadn’t seen it before verbalized how good it was looking. Today,
we spent a lot of time hammering out the fine details on the courtroom scene. I feel a lot
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better about it – I’m just hoping they remember everything the next time we run it. We
will work Act 1 again tomorrow, and then we are working the Overture for choreography
on Thursday. Stage crew was working on painting the cells today, and I must say, I need
to take a little time and do some training on painting. They had drips everywhere! We
also ordered t-shirts today, and we had more shirts than ever before. We’ve also dropped
two kids from the show. They’ve stopped showing up, so if they don’t want to be here,
it’s best for the show. I’m usually someone who tries to welcome and keep everyone, but
it just seems that they’re not willing to put the time in.
● Tuesday, March 15, 2022 – The closer we get to our performances, it’s becoming steadily
harder to find time to journal every day or at least on a consistent basis. We had a
Professional Day yesterday, so no school. You’d think I could’ve found time to journal
sometime during the day, but I actually spent the morning making sure our online ticket
sales system was up and running and functioning like it’s supposed to. Since I only use
this website once a year, and I’m the one who is responsible for it looking and acting like
it needs to, I find myself always double and triple-checking everything. Then, our
posters/flyers arrived, so I ran home at lunch to grab those so that we could start getting
them out right away. A lot has happened since last Tuesday, though. On Friday night, the
guys we have used to do a lot of work around our house met me at the school and demo’d
the closet that’s been on the stage left wing for as long as I’ve been teaching here at
Strasburg (and I believe a lot longer than that). I am SO excited to have it gone! During
choreography on Sunday, a few of the volunteers and myself brought all the platforms
(nine of them) out of storage and down to the old gym to set up for our “apron”. We are
using seven platforms in the house and two platforms on the stage to create levels. Then,
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since we had several kids out sick who were supposed to be in the last choreographed
number, we had the cast move our set from the cafeteria stage to the old gym stage, and
we got it set up and in place. That was really helpful to get that knocked out. We added
mics in on Monday at rehearsal, and Joel worked about four hours getting everything set
up, so that took up pretty much all his work day. Then I had a moment of panic when I
realized that I hadn’t yet gotten batteries for the mics. I went scrounging in my closet and
did come up with enough for 12 of the mics, but I still had four mics to put batteries in.
However, when I went to talk to Joel, he told me had several “somewhat used” batteries
he had saved from previous shows, so he thought we would be okay for right now.
Anyway, the kids had quite a bit of new adjustments during our Monday rehearsal time,
but they did well, and I think they’re excited to finally be in our performance space. It
feels more real to them now. Today, before rehearsal, Joel discovered that some of our
mics are basically toast, so we have absolutely NO backups right now. If something
happens to a mic, I don’t know what we’re going to do – we may have to rent some from
a neighboring school. Today’s rehearsal did run a little more smoothly in some ways than
Monday’s, but the kids are also really tired, and some things were a bit sloppy. I feel bad,
because I’m working them really hard, and we’re all tired. On top of that, since I had that
funeral a couple of weeks ago, now we are scheduled to have a workday this Saturday.
That’s the day after choir assessment for quite a few of the kids, so they’re going to be
tired and need some rest at some point. I need them to not overtire themselves, because
then they’ll all get sick.
● Thursday, March 24, 2022 – It’s been a few days since I journaled. This has been a really
long, tiring week, but we ended on a great note tonight. We finally completed our first
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full run-through, and the kids did well. I was surprised, since it’s the last day of rehearsal
this week, and they have strict orders to go home and get some rest. However, they were
riding on the high of doing well and doing a full run. They could just tell they were doing
well. This has been quite a week, though. We started with costumes on Monday, and I
was just kind of disappointed after that run – everything just seemed flat, and I wasn’t
sure I was pleased with how the costumes looked, overall. I was worried that the
sequined vests on the guys were overpowering the girls, who were wearing all black with
pops of color in their flapper headbands. The pops of color were just not enough to
balance those bright sequined vests. However, as the week has progressed, I’ve decided
I’m okay with the way it looks, and I think it will help when the girls have all their
jewelry on and hair and make-up done. Monday night I had to run out quickly (as quickly
as I could) to attend family dinner since my sister was in from Missouri and was leaving
the next day. I got home about 7:15, which I thought was doing well, all things
considered (we stopped rehearsal at 6:00 instead of 6:30 on Monday because I forgot to
remind them that we were going to 6:30 this week). The thing is, since we’re in the Old
Gym, we can’t leave any of our sound or lighting equipment out – it all has to get packed
up each night. We are closing the old gym on Monday, so we will finally be able to leave
our stuff out, so that won’t take as much time getting out of here in the evenings.
Tuesday, after rehearsal, I had the same guys who tore the closet down come in and hang
the trim and lights around the proscenium opening. I must say, I really like the way it
looks, and the crazy thing is, all the décor (except the lights) came from the Dollar Tree!
I got the lights from Big Lots, so it was all inexpensive, but it made a really nice look.
We ended up staying until 9:15 that night, though, so I was REALLY tired that evening.
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Wednesday, I had to go pick up the prisoner outfits from my friend who built them all,
but I obviously didn’t communicate something clearly to her because when I picked them
up, they weren’t right. She had warned me that they were going to be big (they were), but
they were supposed to open all the way down so that they could easily take it off and put
it on while onstage during their monologues. We had originally planned to use magnets
to make for a quick transition, but they didn’t work like anticipated when she was trying
to sew them into the garments, and they were sticking to the machine. So, she switched to
snaps, but the snaps are really hard to open, and I inadvertently tore one snap through the
garment when I was trying to open it up last night. I was stressed about it (plus, I hadn’t
eaten, and I was tired), but I felt a little less stressed about it after sleeping on it. I talked
to my friend, and she is going to come to the school tomorrow and formulate a plan to fix
all the issues. We are planning to focus the house lights on Saturday morning, and then
program them. Also, I got word yesterday that they are going to hang our curtains on
Monday. I told them that they HAD to be out of there by 3:30 for our rehearsal, and they
told me they could be, so I’m excited to get that done. Then, we’ll get the projections all
hooked up (and the screen put back up) for Tuesday. That’s still SEVERAL big pieces
that must fall into place, but I’m feeling confident (today) that it will all happen. If it
doesn’t, we’ll figure out a Plan B.
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Written Evaluation of Project Committee Chair

MA – Theatre Production
Thesis Production Response to CHICAGO: The Musical, directed by Sharon White
Strasburg High School (Strasburg, VA)
Performance Date/Time: April 3, 2022 @ 3 pm
Project Committee Chair: Dr. Emily Rollie

Sharon White directed and produced Kander and Ebb’s Chicago: The Musical (High
School Version) for her culminating creative project in April 2022 at Strasburg High School, the
school where she teaches and directs the drama program. Sharon’s production of Chicago was
the annual all school musical and it marked the first in-person performance since onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020. As a result, there was significant energy and excitement in
the room from the sizeable audience as well as on stage from the performers, several of whom
were students who had graduated during the intervening pandemic years but remained in the area
and were invited to return to perform. The audience seating was “sold out” for this final matinee
performance, and the performance space was exceptionally full, with eager parents, family,
friends, and community members there to support the production (despite the fact that the
production occurred amid an ebb of the on-going pandemic). Sharon’s performance space also
doubles as the high school gym, which she and her team transformed for the performance to
include a section of decorated tables that resembled a cabaret, located directly in front of the
stage, in addition to floor seating on folding chairs and bleacher seating farther behind. During
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this particular performance, audience members filled the cabaret and floor seating with many
also on the bleachers.
As noted above, Sharon’s stage and performance space is housed in the high school
gymnasium. Thus, in addition to careful scheduling considerations, Sharon and her team also
needed to consider how to design within this shared space. Because the stage itself isn’t terribly
large, Sharon added platforms, effectively building out to extend the playing space on the stage
right and stage left sides as well as a lower level, downstage center. Sharon and her design team
also dressed the proscenium arch with an art deco pattern, evoking a sense of the 1920s setting of
the musical. Perhaps most impressive and eye-catching was the lighted CHICAGO marquee sign
that attached to and cleverly disguised the basketball hoop that was directly next to the stage.
The marquee offered a visual “call back” to the often-utilized show art for the musical, a key
visual marker for audiences who may be familiar with Chicago: The Musical prior to attending.
Throughout the production, Sharon incorporated projections to help provide locational
and scenic texture – an effective choice that added to the design as well as offered a sense of
more depth to the playing space. In some moments, I wondered a bit about the choice of some
projection locations (such the outdoor street for the Roxy and Fred murder, which seems to
happen in an apartment); however, overall the use of projections was a very beneficial inclusion
to the production design and offered additional lighting design considerations and problem
solving, which demonstrate Sharon’s application of coursework and knowledge.
Additionally, for moments in the prison such as the iconic “Cell Block Tango,” the
production used moveable black frames, giving appearance of jail cell bars. In this number and at
several other moments in the play, individual actors moved the frames, a strategy that offered
moments of physical punctuation and choreography. In some moments, the frames consistent
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placement upstage did create shadows on the projection screen/cyc but their location seemed to
make best use of available wing space and also helped visually support some of the “shadowy”
themes of the show.
The lighting design was simple yet largely effective. By nature of the shared gym space,
the availability of instruments and hanging positions were limited to what appeared to be a first
row of electrics out front and the rest above the stage. Sharon and her team also incorporated a
spotlight, which proved extremely helpful to direct focus on stage, to support the cabaret
aesthetic of the show, and to offer a bit more lighting effects.
In addition to the cabaret tables in the audience and the Chicago marquee, the costumes
helped convey the time period of the play as well as themes of the performative, cabaret-esque
façade that emerge throughout the play’s action. In fact, the audience received a glimpse of the
costumes to come from the pre-show welcome speech, as Sharon and her Music Director
introduced the show dressed in costumes that evoked the 1920s setting of the show. As noted
previously, Sharon’s production was an all school musical, which means that there were
numerous actors to costume and many requiring multiple costumes – no easy feat on a limited
production budget. However, Sharon and her team managed to source some great options (and
found many in local thrift stores, I later discovered!) to work with actors’ boundaries as well as
to appropriately suggest the style and time period of the show.
As an all-school musical (and one that brought back some recently graduated
performers), Sharon’s cast naturally included quite an array of talent and experience levels.
Several actors shone with strong voices in key roles, and whole ensemble was eager and
invested, even without perhaps same level of training and experience. Because of the diversity of
experience, some actors were newer to the performance process, thus some acting choices and
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clarity of active intentions were slightly muddy or rushed. However, it was also clear in the
actors’ investment and excitement to perform that Sharon had managed to create a strong sense
of ensemble and a brave space for learning, allowing all of the actors to learn more about these
things as part of their work. To this end, Sharon and her choreographer also found ways to
choreograph numbers that worked with the actors’ movement abilities and existing skillsets,
while also challenging them to grow and support the overall physical storytelling. As a result, the
actors across the board seemed to be working to create a sense of embodied characterization, and
in several particular moments, such as “When You’re Good to Mama,” there were some lovely
moments of stage business to extend the action and character life on stage.
Likely due in large part to constraints of the space itself and the location/size of the builtout portions of the set, there weren’t many opportunities for angles or directorial use of diagonals
in the set and in visual composition, and that may be something to creatively explore in future
productions to aid sightlines and stage pictures further. However, the various scenic elements,
including a set of stairs, did offer beneficial levels and multiple entrance points that helped give
depth and texture to some stage pictures, and Sharon found several key moments to include
coordinated group looks or movements, which powerfully helped to direct focus and punctuate
scenes.
Chicago is a large-scale production with name recognition and opportunities to showcase
strong women performers, and those elements – in addition to this production being Sharon’s
culminating creative project – made Chicago a strong and popular choice to welcome audiences
back to live performance at Strasburg High. Because of the scope of the production and true to
its “all school” nature, Sharon wisely brought many collaborators on board to support the
process, including various teachers (music director, choreographer, etc.) and community
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members, further supporting the ways that creative collaboration can bring together a community
and demonstrating her community’s commitment to the arts. Even in its slightly truncated high
school version, Chicago: The Musical pushed the proverbial envelope for the Strasburg High
community in its content and more mature themes, a fact that Sharon wisely and articulately
acknowledged and justified in her program note. It is perhaps also useful to note that, at least
from the perspective of sitting amongst the audience, no one seemed to bat an eye or question
that more mature content; rather, the audience and cast seemed engaged in the work and content
without qualm. In light of the many creative challenges of the production as well as the ways it
stretched the performers and audience members, Chicago: The Musical ultimately offered a
useful challenge for Sharon to tackle as the culmination of her work and learning in the MA
Theatre Production program.
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Self-Evaluation
Self-Reflection from directing the musical, Chicago (High School Edition)
When my creative team (Kylene Robinson, who serves as the Music Director, Kaylee
Smith, who serves as our volunteer assistant, and Brittany Cover, who serves as our
Choreographer) and I started the discussion last summer of which show we would pick for the
upcoming school year’s All-School Musical, they were all concerned about it being the right
choice for my thesis show. I certainly appreciated that, but I told them early on, “No, this is not
going to be about me or my thesis. Yes, I’ll be doing some extra things, and of course I’ll tell the
kids about it, but I always want to pick the show that is right for this year and our kids.” I meant
every word of that statement, and I am happy to say that I feel like we did a really good job of
keeping it about the kids through the course of unfolding and unpacking Chicago. I also firmly
believe that, while of course there are elements that could have been better and perhaps done
differently, overall, the show was a strong one, and our students learned a lot through the whole
process.
I have never been one who was too keen on doing Junior versions, so I wasn’t at all sure
about picking Chicago at first. However, since the show is still running on Broadway and on
tour, the High School Edition is the only one that Concord Theatricals is currently licensing. The
selection process is always one I agonize over, regardless of what year or type of show I am
directing. For our all-school musical, though, I’m always looking for something that will draw a
lot of attention both with students who want to be in it and community members who want to
come see it. We almost decided upon Little Women, but we decided we did not have a strongenough tenor to cast it.
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The casting is always of primary consideration for me. That is what I want to know
before selecting a show – can we cast this show well? Obviously, I want a show that has a
compelling story and message, but once that requirement has been met, I always look at the roles
required, and for a musical, I have a lot of conversations with our Music Director about the
necessary singing abilities of the students. It is for that reason that we kept coming back to, and
finally selected, Chicago. I knew we had the students with the vocal talents to pull this show off.
The needed choreography was my biggest hesitation with the show. Choreography is probably
the area where I am the most hands-off in my directing. I attend almost every choreography
rehearsal, and I will tell our choreographer if I think something isn’t working, but she is a lot
more critical than I am about precision in movement and such. However, as we started working
through planning, I realized that in my directing style, even though I really do want excellence in
everything we do, I also want that to be in balance. As long as our cast movement was clean,
entertaining, and purposeful on stage, I wasn’t too concerned about trying to produce the next
tribute to Fosse. I just wanted us to give our students something they could perform successfully
and feel good about what they produced, and I do believe they did just that. I did have several of
the leads comment after the show that the movement and choreography required for Chicago was
the most demanding that they had ever performed. However, I never realized that they felt that
way because both Velma and Roxie worked hard and made it work. Ultimately, I believe the cast
was proud of their efforts – I know I was.
Although I am very proud of how this show turned out overall, I suppose it is easier to
focus on the negatives – on what could have been better or different. One significant challenge
that I might have done differently is the timing of the large pieces at the very end. True, much of
it was out of my control, but some of it I could probably have controlled better. We didn’t get
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our stage projector hung from the stage ceiling until March 17. I had to coordinate with several
different maintenance teams to get that done, and it wasn’t as easy as expected. Then, once the
projector was hung, we had to take the screen down because a volunteer crew I had asked to
come and tear down the unnecessary, onstage closet, were coming in, and I was worried that the
white screen would get dirty. Then, we had waited for as long as I thought we could wait to get
the stage lighting focused and set for our show. We did that on the Saturday before our show, but
on Monday, the stage curtain installers showed up to hang our new curtains. I probably should
have asked them to come back after our show was over, but the curtains were in such bad shape
(see the appendix pictures) that I really wanted them replaced. I did tell them that they had to be
out of the space no later than 3:30 so that we could have rehearsal.
What I didn’t anticipate was that the electric batten, which had punched through the old
stage curtains because it was slightly wider than the acting stage space, had to be raised up above
the curtain tracking. I would say the batten was raised around four feet. I didn’t realize it until the
next time we started rehearsing, but that height difference affected the focusing we had done on
the lights. However, there was no time or practical way to refocus them. The main reason I
decided not to even try was that the maintenance crew needed the lift for another job and
removed the one we had used to decorate the proscenium arch. With the added height of the
lighting fixtures, I no longer had a safe way to access refocusing the lights.
We were also having trouble getting the projections to cooperate this same week (show
week). I had to have our technical department personnel come in and troubleshoot what the
problem was, and by that time, I was having to work on projections during the school day. My
students were only too happy to have very little English 12 work to do that week. The projections
ended up being less than satisfactory. The bottom line was that we just needed more time to
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select the right images and rehearse with them. There were areas on the projections that were
washed out from the lighting, but the choice was to either light actors or light the projections, so
I decided to go with lighting the actors. The whole thing was a learning experience, and although
it didn’t look exactly the way I had envisioned, I don’t think most of the audience thought too
much of it.
Another area that really didn’t turn out the way I expected was the prisoner costumes. I
had a vision of how I wanted them to look. I have a good friend who sews for me when I need it,
but she ended up having a significant life event happening about the time I needed costumes
from her. She did create the costumes, but they were last minute and didn’t work as planned. We
had planned to use magnets so that the girls could quickly remove the garment while onstage
during their “Cell Block Tango” monologues, but the magnets gave her a lot of trouble, and the
fabric I purchased online was too thin to hold the snaps she tried to use in their place. They were
ill-fitting and the girls didn’t love them. However, at the end of the day, they got the idea across.
Another area of costuming that I wasn’t at all sure about was when I first saw the cast in
their Speak-Easy costumes. I had planned for the guys to be in different colored sequined vests,
and the girls to be in non-matching knee-length black dresses with pops of color with their
flapper headbands and jewelry. The first time I saw them all on stage, I was so concerned that the
sequined vests totally overpowered the girls in their black. Once the girls did hair and makeup
for the show, it really helped, but it still wasn’t my ideal.
Casting was another area where we had some challenges, but we also really got it right
with some of the role assignments. We had a couple of immature freshman boys who joined the
show early on. They both have a lot of natural talent, and we put them in some important
ensemble roles, but they were unprepared for the time commitment that the show required, and
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they stopped attending after a few weeks. Thankfully, that was early enough to where we could
move some people around and recover from that, but it was a mistake on my part to trust them as
much as I did in the beginning. I had also seen a freshman girl act in a community theatre piece
very recently, and she had done a really great job with her role, so we decided to cast her as
Mary Sunshine. Honestly, we should have done callbacks with her to make sure she could sing
the part, but we were all tired, and since she was really the only callback we needed, we decided
to go with her. However, as we got into rehearsal, she always had some excuse as to why she
couldn’t sing her part. The unfortunate thing was that Mary Sunshine’s singing part was only
being rehearsed once a week at this point, so we didn’t figure out that she couldn’t sing it until
about a month into rehearsals. We needed to do some moving around, so I talked to the girl and
told her it was totally my fault. She seemed relieved to be put into a little lesser role, and the girl
we moved up to the part ended up stepping up and doing better than she ever had before, so I
think it ended up being the right thing to do.
One of the casting decisions we got right was the actor we put in as Billy Flynn. The
Velma and Roxie actresses both had a lot of experience acting and were fantastic singers, so I
wasn’t worried about them – we could have put either one in either role, honestly, and they
would have owned that role. However, the actor who portrayed Billy Flynn is just such a nice
person that I wasn’t convinced he could be that slimy, arrogant lawyer like he needed to be. He
also has less acting experience than the other two, but we decided he was the best choice for the
role. I was so impressed with how he embraced and loved his part. The audience loved him too,
and he really blossomed under their admiration.
One thing that I really loved about our show this year was how we just transformed our
space to really make the audience feel like they were at a cabaret. Since we were performing in a
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gym and having to put out folding chairs anyway, we decided we might as well take advantage
of that flexibility. We created a section of seating we called Cabaret Seating up front by the
stage, and patrons could buy a table with two or three seats. They were required to purchase the
entire table, but that didn’t seem to be a problem, as that section was sold out for each
performance. We also put a complimentary water bottle at each of those seats. It really added a
nice vibe to the overall atmosphere, and I still have people in town who mention that seating
when I see them. I also loved the way we used rope lighting and other lighting around the
proscenium and the Chicago sign to create the feel of a theater in old-town Chicago. I was also
proud of the cost-efficient way we were able to transform the space.
All in all, I would say that Chicago was a huge success for our little school and town. The
community loved it, and the students are all excited for what we will do next. I’ve already had
some new names come across the radar as being interested in participating, and that is exciting
for our program’s future. I appreciate that this was my thesis show because I learned a lot
through the process while doing the extra research and going the extra miles to plan out a show
that would be top-notch.
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Appendices
A. Audition Packet
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94
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B. Inspirational Images – Pinterest Board

A few of the most significant images are found below, and the Pinterest Board I created to
collect inspirational images is available online: https://pin.it/6SuN5oy

Inspiration for our Cabaret Seating, our bar area, and our Chicago lighted sign.
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Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.

Inspiration for our jail cells, circus podiums, and art deco lighted trim around the proscenium
arch.
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Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.

C. Ground Plans
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D. Set Construction Request

For the all-school musical, the Agriculture and Shop department works with my designs
to create what we need for each show. We try to take what we have in house and repurpose
anything possible to save money where we can. This year, we didn’t end up needing nearly as
much as we have in years past. Below is the request I prepared for our Shop teacher.
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E. Production Schedule

100

F. Full Rehearsal Calendar

101

102

G. Characters in Scenes
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104

H. Lighting Cues

105

106

107

108

I. Mic Schedule

109

J. Costumes

110

111

112

K. Audience Seating Plan

113

L. Pre-Production Photos
Rehearsal Photos

At the beginning of our rehearsal time, while winter sports are still active, we rehearse in our
cafeteria, which has a small stage attached. However, we have found it is better to flip the space
so that the audience sits on the stage, and we can use the floor space of the cafeteria so that it is
closer to the size of the space on which they will be performing.

Once we move to the performance space, the students are able to better understand what their
movement will be like with the space constraints they will have.
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I came in to rehearsal one day to find my cast seniors conducting a music review. They decided
that some parts were not quite right, and they wanted to fix it. This truly warmed my heart.

Set Installation
I don’t know what we would have done without some awesome volunteers. We have had a closet
on stage at the downstage left curtain that was added by someone a long time ago. It has been
used by our P.E. teachers for storage for as long as I’ve directed at Strasburg. I finally obtained
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permission to tear it down, so I had a company that has done some work for us at our house
come in and tear it down after rehearsal one night. Having that extra space has been a real
benefit.
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The same crew came in and hung our proscenium decoration and lights. They also figured out a
way to hang our Chicago lettering, which ended up being much larger than I anticipated, without
doing any damage to the space.
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Finally, the same crew hung our screen in front of our backstage traveler for our projections.
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Stage Curtains
Our stage curtains have been in terrible shape for many years. They had dry-rot and were torn
from where the electric battens had poked through them. We were able to have them replaced,
but the installation of the new curtains didn’t happen until the Monday of Show Week. It did
create a lot of extra stress to have that added into an already hectic week, but the new curtains
looked 100 times better than the old ones.
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Focusing Lights
We focused lights on the Saturday before Show Week. What we didn’t realize is that once our
curtains were installed, the light battens would be raised above the curtain rails, which was at
least four feet higher than the previous height. This ended up affecting the focus of our lights, but
there was no time to get a lift onto the stage and focus them again.
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Once we got the proscenium décor and lights up, and added the projections, the students were
very excited for how it was all coming together. One thing I didn’t plan for adequately was the
way that the lights interfered with the projections. The projections looked wonderful during
blackouts, but at other times, depending on how dark the projected image was, there were areas
that were washed out. This was less than ideal, but there was little I could do at that point.
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M. Production Photos

“All That Jazz”, the ensemble led by Velma Kelly.

Roxie Hart shoots Fred Casely – “Nobody walks out on me!”
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The Cook County Jail prisoners prepare for their rendition of the “Cell Block Tango”.

Velma Kelly inspects the headlines while Matron “Mama” Morton and Katalin Hunyak look on.
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Roxie manipulates her husband, Amos, into agreeing to find her $5,000.

The ensemble flirts with Billy Flynn in “All I Care About is Love”.
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Billy Flynn manipulates Roxie Hart (and the ensemble reporters) in “We Both Reached for the Gun”.

Matron “Mama” Morton agrees with Billy Flynn that the story he has spun is “understandable”.
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Roxie Hart announces to the press that she is going to have a baby “And All That Jazz” at the curtain for
Act I.

A reporter asks for “just one more picture” at the beginning of Act II and “Me and My Baby”.
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Roxie dances with various members of the ensemble during “Me and My Baby”.

Mary Sunshine questions Billy Flynn during a musical interlude in “Me and My Baby” while Matron
“Mama” Morton looks on.
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Ensemble men back up Velma Kelly in “When Velma Takes the Stand”.

Ensemble men carry Velma Kelly offstage for her exit music in “When Velma Takes the Stand”.
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Billy Flynn tells Roxie Hart, “It’s all a circus, kid. A three-ring circus” at the beginning of “Razzle
Dazzle”.

The M.C. and ensemble perform alongside Billy Flynn in “Razzle Dazzle”.
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Ensemble members perform as Billy Flynn begins his finale for “Razzle Dazzle”.

Billy Flynn is flanked by ringmasters Mama Morton and the M.C. as the ensemble helps to bring “Razzle
Dazzle” to an end.
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Billy Flynn leads Roxie Hart through her story as the judge and ensemble look on during the “Courtroom
Scene”.

Billy Flynn offers the judge payment during his closing statement in the “Courtroom Scene”.
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Just before Roxie’s verdict is read, the reporter proclaims the news of a horrific shooting in the halls of
the courthouse while a couple of ensemble members and Amos Hart take in the announcement.

Velma Kelly and Roxie Hart perform during the “Hot Honey Rag” while ensemble members encourage
them as Act II draws to a close.
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As the ensemble applauds, Roxie Hart and Velma Kelly bring the “Hot Honey Rag” to a close.

The audience is on their feet as the company sings a reprise of “All That Jazz”, the final notes of the
show.
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N. Program
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O. Advertising Flyer
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